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Preface

Since table tennis became an official Olympic sport in 1988, it is getting more popular in the United States and in the world. The International Table Tennis Federation has 186 countries and areas as its members. In the United States, it is also becoming a popular sport and activity, especially Asian minority communities, sport clubs and community centers, colleges and universities, and in some high schools and middle schools. In many cities, special table tennis clubs have been established to training youth for higher level competitions in the United States.

This book is written for middle school, high school, college, and university table tennis courses at beginning and intermediate levels in the United States. It is also can be used by table tennis fans and amateur players. As China is starting bilingual education at university level, this book can serve as a good reference used with Chinese table tennis books for bilingual education in table tennis courses in Chinese colleges and universities as well.

The second edition of this book has been designed to provide students a comprehensive view of table tennis. It includes two parts. The first part briefly discusses table tennis history, benefits, different levels of players and training features, major organizations and competition, basic table tennis rules and etiquette, dressing and equipment, warm-up, and prevention of injuries. The second part introduces basic stances, grips, footwork, different serves and returns, different shots and application features, and single and double game strategies.

This book has been written to use simple languages to introduce knowledge and skills. The authors’ teaching experience indicated that keeping the text simple will help students more effectively remember the key facts of what they learned with less confusion. For example, the history part is just a list and the benefits section is also a simple list. This book also reduces the contents on rules by introducing the necessary contents only. This not only reduces students’ reading time but also help them focus more on important facts.

We hope this book will help students in the United States learn table tennis better and enjoy table tennis as a great lifetime activity. We also hope this book will help students in China get familiar with table tennis terms and applications in English at the same time they learn table tennis. Any feedback can go to gong.chen@sjsu.edu.

We have decided to put the whole book on Canvas and SJSU-KIN website in e-format for all students in SJSU table tennis classes. This represents authors’ effort to reduce students’ financial burdens by providing them a free textbook.

Authors

August 2015
Chapter 1

History, benefits, players, organizations, and major competitions

This chapter will introduce a brief history and present status of table tennis. The benefits of playing table tennis will be introduced briefly as well. To make the learning easy, all contents in this chapter will be introduced in a list format. This chapter will also introduce different levels of players and their training characteristics, and major table tennis competitions and organizations in the world. The purpose is to provide students a brief overview of the highest level of table tennis competitions and professional organizations in a big picture.

Brief history

1. Table tennis is commonly recognized to have started in England although there are different opinions.
2. It is commonly accepted that table tennis originated from tennis in 1800s. When the weather was too poor to play tennis outside, some people used rubber or cork balls and constructed an imitation of tennis to play on a table as a game.
3. In 1890, a player brought back a toy ball made of celluloid from the United States to England and used it in table tennis activities. Because the celluloid ball sounds like *ping* and *pong* when it is hit with the paddle, it was also called Ping Pong.
4. In the beginning of 1900s, table tennis spread to other European and Asian countries.
5. After 1918 when World War I ended, table tennis gained popularity in Europe and so many countries began to establish table tennis associations. At the same time, competitions in table tennis increased among those countries while people invented and improved equipment. As the skill and competition level improved, players decided that they needed to organize a governing body for table tennis.
6. In December of 1926, the International Table Tennis Federation and competition rules for playing table tennis were established. Table tennis thus became an official international sport.
7. From 1920s through 1950s, European countries took the leadership of table tennis in the world. The game was slow and the major style was defensive play.
8. In the 1950s, the sponge paddle was invented in Japan. This new invention made the shots much faster and Japan took four champions in 1952 using this type of paddles.
9. In the beginning of 1960s, China became a leading table tennis country.
10. After the 1970s, the European countries with the loop style and Asian countries with a fast style took turns to lead table tennis trends.
11. The "Diplomatic Ping Pong" ended the cold war between the United States and China in 1971.
12. Table tennis became an official Olympic sport in 1988 in Seoul, Korea.
13. Many players combined the advantages of all styles together to make games more competitive and exciting.
14. After the Sidney Olympic Games in 2000, the International Table Tennis Federation changed the size of the ball from 38 millimeters to 40 millimeters in order to slow down the game and make the games more fun to the spectators as an effort to promote table tennis market.
15. Due to the change of rules, more countries have chances to win the medals at world-class competitions. However, the top players have more chances to lose their games.
16. The pen grip style came back strongly at the 2004 Athens Olympic Games. Both men’s single champion and second place used the pen grip. The champion used the traditional pen grip and the second place used new pen grip.

**Present status**

1. Table tennis is not a very popular sport in high schools or colleges/universities in the United States, and only a few universities have table tennis classes. Table tennis in the United States is mainly practiced at the club level and most of all in some minority communities. As a result, the competition level in table tennis games in the United States is not very high.
2. Table tennis is most popular in many Asian countries and areas, and European countries. In the world, the leading country is still China and it took four out of five gold medals in recent World Championship in May of 2003, and three out of four champions in the 2004 Athens Olympic Games. There are world level players in China, South Korea, North Korea, Taiwan, and Japan. The countries that have world-class players in Europe include Sweden, France, Austria, and Germany.
3. Table tennis will gradually get more popular in the United States and around the world because of its status as an Olympic sport and its benefits to the health. This will be particularly difficult for table tennis in the United States in the near future due to competition with other sports that involve monetary gains, have established their market, and have longer-standing traditions (such as basketball, softball, football, tennis, and volleyball).

**Benefits of table tennis**

Playing table tennis can benefit players in many ways based research and practical experience. Table tennis benefits people of all ages and abilities. It also can be played in a competitive way or a recreational way. The benefits range from physical to spiritual aspects. The following benefits are listed in a concrete way for people to remember.
1. Mental aspects:
   1) Establish an overall understanding of how table tennis can be used to enrich one’s personal life.
   2) Learn mental strategies of table tennis that can be used in everyday life and at work.

2. Social aspects:
   1) Learn the social rules, manners, and etiquette in table tennis that can be applied in daily life.
   2) Learn to work and communicate with partners and opponents in the gym setting.

3. Emotional aspects:
   1) Develop a tough mind for potential hard life in the future.
   2) Develop the ability to push yourself to reach your life goals.
   3) Release stress in an unharmed way.

4. Spiritual aspects:
   1) Develop self-confidence and spirit for self-actualization.
   2) Develop competitive spirit that is needed in a competitive society.

5. Practical aspects:
   1) Improve body appearance.
   2) Improve performance at work and in everyday life.
   3) Improve body metabolism (burn calories and improve appetite).

6. Medical aspects:
   1) Prevent muscle atrophy and osteoporosis.
   2) Slow down the aging process.
   3) Reduce fat.
   4) Prevent and treat high blood pressure.
   5) Prevent heart diseases.
   6) Prevent and treat diabetes

7. Health-related fitness:
   1) Improve muscular strength.
   2) Improve muscular endurance
   3) Improve cardiovascular endurance.
   4) Improve muscular flexibility.
8. Skill-related fitness:

1) Improve explosive power.
2) Improve endurance.
3) Improve agility.
4) Improve flexibility.
5) Improve speed.
6) Improve coordination.
7) Improve reaction time.

Motivate yourself and others to play table tennis

1. Understand the benefits you can receive from table tennis.
2. Find a good place to play.
3. Find a supportive group to play together.
4. Learn and practice to make yourself play better and enjoy it.
5. Look at your achievement and results of playing table tennis.
6. Enjoy the process.
7. Set up goals and objectives and make a time just for table tennis.

Different levels of players and their training features

Table tennis is played at different skill and competition levels for different purposes. It ranges from backyard or garage recreational table tennis to club practice and competition, to school competition, to professional training and competitions. At each level, players play with different styles and train differently. This chapter will briefly introduce the specific features of each level of play and practice. A good understanding of these levels and features will help you make proper decisions on where to start and which way to go for further participation in table tennis.

1. Backyard or garage players

Who: Anyone who just plays for fun at backyard or in the garage

Purposes:
- Convenient exercise
- Family recreation
- Social activity
- Development of interest for sport and activity for children

Training features:
1) No formal skills required
2) No rules needed
3) Play just for fun, exercise, or recreation
4) Light activity or low impact exercise
2. Beginners (getting-the-foot-wet players)

Who: Players who want to learn formal skills and rules
Purposes:
- Try table tennis as a sport option
- Want to play real table tennis
- Want to join a club or team
- To use table tennis as a lifetime sport or exercise

Training features:
1) Train with an instructor or a coach
2) Start with formal basic skills
3) Learn basic rules
4) Learn how to apply skills and rules in easy games
5) Learn basic and simple drills to develop skills
6) Beginning level of exercise intensity

3. Intermediate players (serious players)

Who: People who learned basic skills, rules, and play; and want to play better
Purposes:
- To continuously develop table tennis as a lifetime sport
- To play better games in tournament competitions
- To become a real table tennis player
- To use table tennis as a high impact exercise

Training features:
1) Improve basic skills and applications
2) Learn intermediate skills
3) Play more effective games
4) Learn strategies
5) Participate in tournaments
6) Intermediate intensity of training

4. Advanced players and coaches

Who: People who can perform regular skills and play games effectively
Purposes:
- To play more competitive games in tournaments
- To become a high level player
- To use table tennis as a daily exercise
- To continuously develop table tennis as a lifetime sport

Training features:
1) Improve speed, power, and placement
2) Combination skills
3) More variations of skills and applications
4) Specific training on each skills and strategies
5) Play in higher level tournaments
6) Better observation skills
7) More strategies
8) Develop personal playing styles
9) Coach other people at beginning level

5. Pre-professional players

Who: People who want to become professional players for high level games

Purposes:
- To practice and play for professional tournaments
- To become a professional player
- To choose table tennis as a career
- To make money and fame in table tennis

Training features:
1) Improve efficiency of skills
2) Better body conditioning
3) Psychological training
4) Specific training on skills and tactics
5) Skill and strategy flexibility in play
6) More professional tournaments
7) Coach other people at intermediate level

6. Professional players

Who: People who want to be the best player in table tennis

Purposes:
- To practice and play in professional tournaments
- To become a top player in the nation and the world
- To represent their countries for top tournaments
- To make money and gain fame in table tennis

Training features:
1) Perfect skills and strategies
2) Hard body conditioning training
3) Stress on mental training
4) Participate in national/world level competitions
5) Imitate the top players from the other countries for the team practice and preparation
6) Specific training targeting at each world level opponents

Major organizations

1. The world

Name: International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF)
Functions: Governing table tennis activities in the world
   1) Promote table tennis in the world
   2) Establish and uphold laws of table tennis
   3) Arrange world level tournaments
   4) Sanction tournaments in the world

Members: 186 countries and areas, including
   Africa   39
   Asia     42
   Europe   55
   Latin America  32
   North America  4
   Oceania  14

2. The United States

   Name: USA Table Tennis
   Functions: Governing table tennis activities in the U.S.
      1) Promote table tennis in the United States
      2) Establish and uphold laws of table tennis
      3) Arrange national and open tournaments
      4) Sanction tournaments at different levels
      5) Represent U.S. in international competitions and other activities.

Major competitions

There are several levels of competitions in the world. The highest level of table tennis tournaments includes the World Championship, the Olympic Games, the Pro Tour, and the World Cup. The second level includes continental championships, such as Asian championship and Asian games, different opens (e.g. U.S. Open, China Open, England Open, etc.). The third level tournaments include world youth championship and continental youth championship. The player who receives the highest score will be the annual champion. In this chapter, the four top world tournaments will be introduced.

1. World Championship

   1) Origin: Started in 1926
   2) Time: Held in every two years (odd years only)
   3) Events:
      - Men's team (separate from single events in 2003)
      - Women's team (separate from single events in 2003)
      - Men's single
      - Women's single
      - Men's double
      - Women's double
      - Mixed double
4) Awards for the permanent Championship trophies:
   • The Swaythling Cup for the men's team event
   • The Marcel Corbillon Cup for the women's team event
   • The St Bride Vase for the men's singles event
   • The G Geist Prize for the women's singles event
   • The Iran Cup for the men's doubles event
   • The W J Pope Trophy for the women's doubles event
   • The Heydusek prize for the mixed doubles event

2. World Cup

   1) Origin: Started in 1980
   2) Time: Held annually
   3) Events: Separate Tournaments for Men's singles and women's singles only.
   4) Participants: Only 16 players for each men's and women's tournaments, including:
      • The current holder of the World Cup
      • The champion player or the strongest current player from each of the six continents
      • one player from the host Association
      • the top 6 players from the World Ranking List
      • two "wild card" selections
   5) Participants will be provided with free return travel tickets to the venue and with free meals and accommodation from dinner on the evening before the start of the competition to breakfast on the morning after it ends.

3. Olympic

   1) Origin: Started in 1988
   2) Time: Held every four years
   3) Events: Men's single 64 players
      Women's single 48 players
      Men's double 32 pairs
      Women's double 16 pairs
   4) Matches: All games play best four games out of seven

4. ITTF Pro Tour Grant Finals

   1) Origin: Started in 1996
   2) Time: Held annually at the end of every year
   3) Events: Men's single 16 players
      Women's single 16 players
      Men's double 8 pairs
      Women's double 8 pairs
   4) Match: All games play best four games out of seven
5. Other regional competitions

1) Continental Championships
2) Opens (such as U.S. Open, France Open, China Open, e.g.)

Review questions

1. Where was table tennis invented by common opinion?
2. How was the name “Ping Pong” adopted?
3. When was the ITTF established?
4. When and where was the sponge paddle invented?
5. When did table tennis become an Olympic game?
6. What was the “Diplomatic Ping Pong” and when did it happen?
7. When did ITTF change the size of the ball and why?
8. At which level and in which groups is table tennis popular in the U.S.?
9. Which countries have world level table tennis players?
10. Which country is still the strongest at table tennis?
11. What can table tennis benefit people in terms of the mental aspect?
12. What can table tennis benefit people in terms of the emotional aspect?
13. What can table tennis benefit people in terms of the spiritual aspect?
14. What can table tennis benefit people in terms of the social aspect?
15. What can table tennis benefit people in terms of the medical aspect?
16. What can table tennis benefit people in terms of the practical aspect?
17. What can table tennis benefit people in terms of the health aspect?
18. What can table tennis benefit people in terms of the fitness aspect?
19. What are the major purposes and training characteristics of backyard or garage table tennis players?
20. What are the major purposes and training characteristics of beginning table tennis players?
21. What are the major purposes and training characteristics of intermediate level table tennis players?
22. What are the major purposes and training characteristics of advanced level table tennis players?
23. What are the major purposes and training characteristics of pre-professional level table tennis players?
24. What are the major purposes and training characteristics of professional table tennis players?
25. What is the name of the table tennis governing body in the world and how many members it has?
26. What is the name of the table tennis governing body in the United States?
27. How often is the World Championship Game held?
28. How many events are there in the World Championship Game?
29. What is the Swaythling Cup for?
30. What is the Marcel Corbilon Cup for?
31. What is the St Bride Case for?
32. What is the G Geist Prize for?
33. How often is the World Cup held and how many players participate?
34. When did table tennis become one of an Olympic event?
35. When is the Pro Tour Grant Final held?
Chapter 2

Basic simplified rules and etiquette

This chapter will introduce basic rules and etiquette of table tennis. Rules that are practical for regular classes will be introduced in a simplified way so that students will understand and remember these rules easily. The comprehensive rules for table tennis can be found on the ITTF’s and USATT’s websites.

Legal serves

Solution: Game continues when the server follows the following rules…

1. The server holds the ball on the open palm.
2. Toss vertically up no less than 16 centimeters without spin.
3. Hit the ball only when the ball is coming down from the toss.
4. The ball and paddle both are above the table at the contact.
5. The ball should be behind the baseline of the table.
6. The ball hits the server's table first, and then the receiver's table.
7. The receiver should have a clear view of server’s ball and paddle.
8. The ball needs to go over or around the net.
9. Warning for the first violation and one point penalty for the second and after.

Illegal serves

Solution: Receiver gets a point if the server violates any of the following rules…

1. The server misses the ball when serving.
2. The ball does not hit the server's side first.
3. The ball hits the server's side but does not hit receiver's table.
4. The ball hit the server's side more than once.
5. The ball does not go over the net after it bounces once on the server's side.
6. The server hides the ball.
7. The server hits below the table.
8. The server hits above the table between the baseline and the net.
9. The server does not toss the ball high enough.

Legal returns

Solution: Game continues if the receiver follows the following rules…

1. The receiver of a serve or shot has to return the ball after it bounces on the receiver's side once only and before twice.
2. The receiver has to hit the ball over or around the net into opponent's table after hitting the ball.
Illegal returns/shots

Solution: The hitter's opponent gets a point if the hitter violates any of the following rules...

1. The hitter fails to hit the ball after it bounces once and before it bounces twice on his/her side.
2. The ball fails to reach opponent's table after it is hit.
3. The ball fails to go over the net after it is hit.
4. The hitter hits the ball before it bounces on the table.
5. The ball touches the outside textures (ceiling, floor) after the hitter hits it.
6. The hitter touches the ball more than once.
7. The hitter's cloths or body moves the table.
8. The hitter or cloths or paddle touch the net.
9. The hitter's open hand hits the table.
10. The player who is hit by the ball after the ball hits his/her table.
11. Out of the order hit in doubles.

Let

Solution: Re-serve the point when any of the following situation occur...

1. The ball touches the net in serves then gets over (if the ball gets over and lands on the receiver’s right side in double games, it is a let, but it is a fault if it lands on the left side).
2. The receiver is not ready to receive.
3. Interferences (such as someone walks too close to the receiver).
4. The referee stops the game.

Toss, change end, and match (how to play the game)

1. Toss a coin (or guess the ball) to determine the winner of the toss.
2. The winner can choose serve or side and the loser picks up the leftover.
3. The players switch their ends after each game.
4. One game is 11 points. Any player who gets 11 points first and leads the opponent by at least two points wins the game unless the scores tie at 10:10, in which one player has to win two points to win the game.
5. An international match usually plays best four out of seven games. Some tournaments may play best two out of three, or best three out of five.

Single serving order and hitting order

1. One player makes two serves in a row, and then the opponent makes two serves.
2. When both sides tie at 10:10, each side makes one serve only until one side leads by two points, and then the game is over.
3. The server can serve from any corner of the table and serve to any part of the opponent's table.

4. If a player starts the first serve in the first game, then the opponent should serve first in the second game.

5. Then the first server in the first game serves first in the third game and the opponent serves in the fourth game. Both sides continuously serve in this order until the end of the match.

6. The server serves, then the receiver hits back, then the server hits. Continuously hit in this order until one side loses the rally.

**Double serve order and hitting order**

**The first game**

1. The serving side should determine the first server (S1) and receiving side determines the first receiver (R1) before the match starts. Then the server’s partner should be S2 and the receiver’s partner should be R2.

2. This game should follow this serving order: S1 serves to R1 twice, then R1 serves to S2 twice, then S2 serves to R2 twice, then R2 serves to S1 twice (S1 → R1 → S2 → R2 → S1). Continue until the end of the game.

3. The hitting order is same as the serving order. R2 serves S1’s serve, then S2 returns R1’s shot, then R2 returns S2’s shot, then S1 returns R2’s shot. Continue until the end of the game.

4. Every time the serve is switched, the former receiver should become the server, and the server's partner becomes the receiver.

**The second game and the following games**

1. The receiving side of the first game will serve first in the second game and they should determine the first server. Any player of the serving side can serve first. After the first server is decided, then the serving order of this game is determined.

2. The first receiver must be the player who in the prior game served to the first server in the second game. If R1 is the first server in the second game, then the first receiver should be S1 (S1 served to R1 in the prior game). Then the serving and hitting order in the second game should be R1 → S1 → R2 → S2 → R1. If R2 wants to serve first in the second game, then the first receiver should be S2 (S2 served and hit to R2 in the prior game). Then the serving and hitting order in the second game should be R2 → S2 → R1 → A1 → R2.

3. The third game and the following game should follow the model of the second game. Any player in the serving side can serve first.
Special double game serving and hitting rules

1. The server in double game can only serve from the right side of his/her table diagonally to the receiver's right side of the table. A serve touching the centerline is counted as “in”.

2. If the server serves from left side of the centerline or serves to the left side of the opponent’s centerline, the server loses a point.

3. When the server serves to the receiver, the receiver has to return the serve. If the receiver's partner returns the server, the receiving side loses a point.

Etiquette of table tennis

Each sport has its own personality, out of which grows its etiquette (usage of polite society) and procedures (manner of proceeding and acting). The possibility of negative feelings increases and the enjoyable atmosphere is ruined if common etiquette and procedures are not followed when playing without a referee. That is not the way people want to play since table tennis is a friendly game. If you do not follow the etiquette, you will find that nobody wants to play with you anymore and you will lose your position in table tennis. To become a skilled table tennis player, one should learn how to be a good player first. The following aspects will help you become a good player.

1. In classes

   1) Come to class on time.
   2) Set up and take off the tables.
   3) Retrieve your balls instead of waiting for your partner or opponent to do it.
   4) Take care of facility and equipment.
   5) Respect the instructor and classmates.
   6) Never walk close to the table when other people are practicing or playing.

2. In practice

   1) Do not select partners since that will limit your experience and hurt other people.
   2) Introduce yourself to your partner and opponent so that you know each other better.
   3) Follow the class schedule. Discuss with your partner if you want to do more advanced or complicated drills.
   4) Accept latecomers.
   5) Do your best at anytime.
   6) Encourage and help each other.
3. **During warm-up**

   1) Share your table and control the ball placement in your boundary.
   2) Hit the ball that you can control.
   3) If you lose the ball in another court, do not run or sneak into there to get it back. Wait until people on that side finish the rally or wait until they pick it up for you.
   4) Ask your partner and/or opponent if they are ready to start the game.
   5) Keep the ball in rally and do not showoff at this time.

4. **Before the match**

   1) Make arrangement about the balls.
   2) Decide on specific rules in disagreement when playing without referees.
   3) Decide who will start.

5. **During the match**

   1) Remember the purpose of table tennis when you play games. Enjoyment and prevention of injuries should always come before winning or losing. No point is worth winning if you or your opponent are injured or get negative feelings.
   2) Both the server and receiver should be ready for the service.
   3) Call score and wait until your partner/opponent is ready before serving.
   4) Retrieve the ball on your side.
   5) When returning the ball to your opponent for service, hit the bird directly over the net with easy motion.
   6) Call your fault promptly, fairly, and clearly.
   7) Call in favor of your opponent or replay the point if you are not sure if the shot is in or out.
   8) Follow the general rules. Talk it and play it over if there is any disagreement.
   9) Make calls on your side and your opponent calls on his/her side. Never question your opponent's call by looking or words.
   10) Suggest a replay if opponent is handicapped by unusual interference.
   11) Compliment your opponent on his/her exceptionally good shots after the rally is over.
   12) Emotional tantrum such as throwing your paddle or using foul language has no place in the game of table tennis. The customary lack of such display is one of the things that make table tennis so attractive to players and spectators alike.
   13) Do not blame your partner for making mistakes in games. He/she needs more encouragement for better plays. Remember everybody makes mistakes.
   14) Always play your best game. Careless play is an insult to your opponent and partner.
6. After the match

1) Shake hands with your partner and opponent, thank them for the game, and compliment their play.
2) Discuss the game and get some feedback.
3) Be a good loser and humble winner.

7. Bad manners to avoid

1) Lack of respect to opponent or referees.
2) Bad talks such as yelling, swearing, or using bad language.
3) Getting angry with people easily.
4) Throwing the paddle, banging on the table, and hitting the ball with deadly force while the ball is not in play.
5) Arrogant attitude to opponent.
6) Never picking up the ball and always waiting for the opponent to do it.
7) Laughing at people’s mistakes.

Reviewing questions

Serves

1. What is the minimum height the server must toss the ball when serving?
2. Can the server hit the ball when it is tossed up?
3. Can the server serve below the table?
4. Can the server serve right over the table between the baseline and the net?
5. What is the penalty when the server’s ball touches opponent’s side first?
6. What is the penalty when the ball hits the server’s side and then scratches opponent’s table edge?
7. What is the penalty for an illegal serve?
8. Can the server hide the ball behind the body when delivering the serve?
9. What is the penalty when the server’s ball touches the net and gets over?

Shots

1. What is the penalty when a player makes an illegal shot?
2. What is the penalty when a player hits the ball before it touches his/her table?
3. What is the penalty when the ball hits the player’s paddle behind the baseline?
4. What is the penalty when the ball touches the net and gets over in a rally?
5. What is the penalty when a player’s open hand pounds the table during a rally?
6. What is the penalty when a player’s shot goes around the net and gets in?
7. What is the penalty when a player hits the ball after it bounces twice?
8. What is the penalty when the ball hits a player after the ball hits his table?
Lets

1. What is the penalty for a “let”?
2. What is the penalty for a serve in which the ball touches the net and gets over?
3. What is the penalty for a serve in which the ball touches the net and gets over the other side of the table down in a doubles game?
4. What is the penalty for serving the ball before the opponent is ready?
5. What should be called when a player bumps into a spectator behind him in games?

Games

1. What is the common way to determine the choices for serve or end?
2. When should players switch ends in matches?
3. How many points for a single game?
4. How many points for a doubles game?
5. What should both sides do when they tie at 10:10?
6. What many games are usually played in each match?

Singles

1. How many serves can a player make in a row during singles games?
2. Can the server serve to or from any corner he/she wants in a singles game?
3. Who should serve first in the second game?
4. Who should serve first in the third game?
5. How many serves should each player take based on the new rules?

Doubles

1. Which player of the serving side can make the first serve in the first game?
2. Which player should serve in the second game?
3. What is the serving and receiving order in the first game?
4. Who should be the first receiver in the second game?
5. After the server performs two serves, who should be the next server?
6. Which player should serve first in the third game?
7. What is the penalty when the server serves from the left side of the table?
8. What is the penalty when the server serves from the right side down the table?
9. What is the penalty when the receiver’s partner returns the serve?

Etiquette

1. What is the proper manner when taking classes?
2. What is the common etiquette during the practice period?
3. What is the proper manner during the warm-up process?
4. What is the proper behavior in competitions?
5. What kind of behavior
Chapter 3

Dress, equipment, and warm-up

This chapter will briefly introduce proper dress and selection of equipment, the warm-up guidelines and activities. These guidelines are general basic guidelines for everybody, but each player can and should also develop his/her own style of warm-up and cool-down process. This chapter will also introduce common injuries in table tennis, basic principles of injury prevention, and basic treatment for injuries.

Dress and supplies recommended

Dressing properly for table tennis can make your movement easy and reduce the chance of injuries. Dressing in table tennis attire will also make your look and feel good, and make your partner and opponents feel respected. You will have better and friendlier practice and competitions with proper attire. Proper equipment is also important to practice and games.

1. A couple of paddles
2. Celluloid table tennis balls
3. Shorts and sport shirt
4. Warm-up suite for cold weather
5. Court shoes, low heel and relative thin sole recommended for safety and easy movement.
6. Extra shirts and shocks for change
7. Towels
8. Drinking water

Equipment and selection

Brands  There are different manufactures for table tennis paddles and balls. The famous brands include Red Double Happiness, Butterfly, etc. Professional players usually have their own preferences for paddles, but for amateur players, any brand will work well.

Rubbers  There are two different types of rubbers people use on their paddles. One type is pimpled rubber and another is reverse pimpled rubber. The pimpled rubber (Photo 3.1) allows more power but less spin and it is good for flats shots. It is mainly for the close-table fast style players. The reverse pimpled rubber (Photo 3.2) has less power but more spin motion and it is good for topspin and backspin shots. It can be used for defensive players (players who use more slice shots) and loop type of players (players who use more loop shots). Some players use pimpled on one side and reverse pimpled on the other side to allow more variety of shots and to confuse opponent with spin and no-spin serves and shots.
3.1 pimpled rubber  
3.2 reverse pimpled rubber

### Handles

There are two types of handles on the paddles (Photo 3.3). One (the left paddle in Photo 3.3) is short and is used by the “Pen-grip” type players. Another (the right paddle one in Photo 3.3) is longer and is used by the “Tennis-grip” type players. The close-table, fast, and strong forehand players tend to use the pen-grip paddle. On the other hand, powerful, off-table, strong on forehand and backhand players tend to use more tennis-grip.

![3.3 comparisons of short and long handles](image)

### Warm-up and cool-down

Warm-up and cool-down are two important parts of table tennis. The warm-up is performed before the practice/game and the cool-down is performed after. Warm-up activities can prevent potential injuries and prepare your body for effective practice and games. Cool-down activities can reduce the after-workout problems, prevent muscle bound, and help recover quickly from the practice and games and get ready for next day’s practice or games.

There is a misunderstanding on the terms and the contents of warm-up. People (including many coaches) tend to use the word “stretching” as the warm-up. This often misleads the players to stretch their muscles only and forget other activities, especially those concerning joints. The joints are much vulnerable to injuries than muscles and usually take much longer time to recover if they are injured. Some joint injuries can become a permanent problem and cannot be healed.

The warm-up process is individualized based on personal preferences. Each player may have his or her own styles for warm-ups. Generally warm-ups should follow a
certain pattern so that players do not skip any body part. The following four types of activities are considered as a comprehensive warm-up, but the specific activities for each type of movement can be different.

1. **Major warm-up activities**

   1) Stretching activities: to prepare all muscle groups to be used
   2) Rotating activities: to prepare all joints to be involved
   3) Running or jumping activities: to warm the muscles and raise the heart rate
   4) Footwork and swinging motions

2. **A warm-up process example**

   The stretching and rotation procedures can be combined together to follow a certain pattern. The common way is to start with the neck muscle and joint, then to gradually go down to ankle and toes. It also can do the reverse way from ankles to the neck. The following is an example of this type of warm-up:

   1) stretch the neck front back and forth, then sideways
   2) rotate shoulders in circular motions
   3) rotate elbows and wrists
   4) rotate fingers
   5) lean forward and backward to stretch upper-back and low-back
   6) rotate hip joints
   7) stretch hamstring and quadriceps
   8) rotate knees
   9) stretch calf muscles
   10) rotate ankles and toes
   11) run or run in place
   12) easy footwork
   13) easy swings

3. **A good cool-down process should include the following activities:**

   1) Relax all muscle groups involved
   2) Keep the body clean and warm
   3) Cool-down activities may include shaking body parts, massage, stretching, and meditation

**Body conditioning**

A good body conditioning is also very important to effective table tennis games, training, and prevention of injuries. With proper body conditioning, players can move fast, hit quickly and powerfully, and keep good forms in long games with good endurance. Body conditioning is even essential to the appearance of table tennis players. Table tennis players usually use the paddle-hand to hit the ball, and then it is common that table tennis
players are stronger and have more muscles on the paddle-arm but weak on the other arm. Body conditioning certainly helps keep two arms in good balance.

Body conditioning for table tennis player usually include muscle strength especially explosive power, endurance, speed, and agility. Muscle strength can be developed through weight lifting activities. Endurance can be improved through lightweight weight lifting, long distance running, and long time skills training and games. Agility can be enhanced through activities involving quick change of motions and directions. Speed in table can mean footwork speed and hitting speed. The movement speed can be improved through lightweight weight lifting, short distance running, and zigzag ways of running. The hitting speed can be enhanced through increasing the explosive power (the shoulder, arms, and wrist), and efficiency of swing motion, and the transition of movements.

**Prevention of injuries in table tennis**

Playing table tennis can benefit people in many ways, but there are some risks of injuries involved in this sport, just like any other sport. Almost all professional table tennis players have injuries of different kinds. Although table tennis is relatively safe since there is no body contact as well as less use of maximum force in practice and in games, some people still have the chance of injuries that reduce the benefits of playing the game. Based on research and practical observation, there are a certain types of injuries occurred often in table tennis. To prevent these injuries and problems, experts suggest the following guidelines:

1. **Health concerns**
   
   1) Consult your physician if you have any physical problems
   2) Consult the instructor or coach if you have any physical problems
   3) Do not play hard when you are ill or injured

2. **Environment**

   1) Clean up your play area
   2) Beware of what is going on around you
   3) Keep away from other tables, bumping into people or table cause injuries

3. **Warm-up**

   1) At least 5-8 minutes warm-up before practice or play
   2) Warm-up should include four parts:
      a. run or jump to raise heartbeat and warm muscles
      b. stretch muscles
      c. rotate joints
      d. footwork and swinging
4. Concentration

1) Focus on your practice or play
2) Avoid chatting when practicing or playing

5. Equipment and facility

1) Check the table
2) Check the surrounding

6. Dress

1) Wear sportswear.
2) Wear sport shoes.

Injuries and treatment

1. Relationship of table tennis and injuries

1) Table tennis can cause injuries
2) Table tennis can make injuries worse
3) Table tennis can help prevent injuries
4) Table tennis can help rehabilitation from injuries
5) Table tennis cannot cure injuries

2. How injuries occur in table tennis

1) Previous problems
2) Poor warm-up
3) Perform techniques incorrectly
4) Go beyond body limit
5) Too much repeated movements
6) Carelessness
7) Accidents
8) Quick but jerky motions

3. Potential injuries in table tennis

1) Sprained or strained wrist
2) Tennis elbow
3) Strained or sprained shoulder
4) Strained neck muscle
5) Strained upper-back or lower-back muscles
6) Stained hip and thigh muscles
7) Sprained knee ligament
8) Sprained or strained ankle
9) Injured tendon
10) Bump into the table

4. Treatment of injuries

There are two styles of medicine people can go for therapies on sport injuries. One is Western style and another is Eastern style. Each style has its own pros and cons. The therapeutic techniques used by both styles are listed below.

1) Immediate treatment: Rest
   Ice
   Seeing doctor
2) Therapy: A. Western: Ice
   Heat and cold combination
   Aspirin
   Compression
   Cortisone
   Electrical stimulus
   Stretching
   Exercise
B. Eastern: Heat
   Therapeutic massage
   Acupuncture
   Internal and/or external use of herbs
   Chi Gong
   Electrical stimulus

C. Comparison: The Western and Eastern medicines both work on sport injuries but are different on their philosophy, major functions, and treatment techniques. In the Western medicine, the procedures of treating injuries are strict and follow a certain process. The Eastern medicine also follows common procedures but sometime adjust by the individual doctors based on their specialties. The Western medicine treats people like a car and only fixes the broken part while the Eastern medicine treats people in a holistic view and tries to treat the roots of the problem. The Western medicine tends to use some drugs to stop the pain from injuries. The pain might be stopped at the brain but the injury is still there but you do not feel it. The Eastern medicine tends to use herbs to stop the pain by speeding up the recovering process. The Western medicine is great at treating the severe injuries such as broken knees by using surgeries and modern technology while the Eastern medicine works very effectively at treating small everyday injuries such as twisted ankle or pulled muscles using acupuncture, therapeutic massage and herbs.
Review questions

1. Will the brand of equipment make significant different to amateur players?
2. What is the difference between pimpled and reverse pimpled paddles?
3. What kind of player use pimple paddles or reverse pimple paddles?
4. What kinds of players tend to use long or
5. What activities should be included in warm-up?
6. What is the function of stretching in warm-up?
7. What is the benefit of rotating joints in warm-up?
8. What is the function of running in warm-up?
9. What are the common ways of cool-down?
10. What is the importance of speed to table tennis players?
11. How do you develop agility for table tennis players?
12. What should you do before participating in table tennis training if you have physical problems?
13. What environment factors may cause injuries in table tennis?
14. What is the relationship between table tennis and injuries?
15. What are the common injuries in table tennis
16. What are the major strategies for preventing injuries in table tennis?
17. What are the major differences between Western and Eastern medicines on their philosophies, functions, and techniques?
Chapter 4

Basics

This chapter mainly introduces basic elements for table tennis skills. These basic elements are important for learning and training of skills. Included are basic stances for serving and receiving, grips, paddle motions for different shots and serves, and footwork.

Ready stance

Like any other sport, a ready stance is essential to movement and skills. The basic stances include serving stances and receiving stance. Photo 4.1a and 4.1b show the basic serving stance for forehand and backhand serves. Photo 4.2a, 4.2b, and 4.2c show the basic receiving stances from front and side views.

1. Basic serving stance (Photo 4.1)

A. Performance-forehand (Photo 4.1a):
   a. one foot away from the table
   b. left foot slightly forward, weight on right foot
   c. left-hand holds the ball at right-front of body
   d. right-hand holds the paddle at right-front of body

B. Performance-backhand (Photo 4.1b):
   a. one foot away from the table
   b. right foot slightly forward, weight on left foot
   c. left-hand holds the ball at left-front of body
   d. right-hand holds the paddle at left-front of body
2. Basic returning stance (Photo 4.2)

Performance:
- a. feet apart shoulder-wide, weight in the middle
- b. knees bent slightly, heels up slightly
- c. the paddle-arm bent naturally with the paddle in front of belly
- d. watch the ball

Basic grips

There are two types of grips in table tennis. One is the "Tennis Grip". The player using this kind of grip holds the paddle in the way similar to the grip for tennis slice shots. The second is "Pen-hold Grip". The player using this kind of grip holds the racket similar to that of holding a pen.

1. The tennis grip (Photo 4.3)

This grip used to be popular among the European players but it is the mostly used grip in the world. This type of grip allows for strong forehand and backhand shots. This grip is also better for loop style and slice style players.
Performance:
   a. hold the paddle like shaking hands with someone
   b. the thumb is in front and the index finger is at the back
   c. hold the paddle loosely
   d.

2. The traditional pen-grip (Photo 4.4)

   This grip is usually used by Asian players, especially Chinese players. This type of grip allows for quick shots, especially for close table style players. But backhand shots from this grip are usually weak since it cannot reach as far on the backhand side, especially for loop and slice shots and off-the-table shots. Although this grip is much less used in the last 10 years, a Korean player used it in 2004 Olympic men’s single game and took the champion.

   ![4.4a traditional pen grip (front view)](image1) ![4.4b traditional pen grip (back view)](image2)

Performance:
   a. hold the paddle like holding a pen in the traditional way
   b. both the thumb and the index finger are in front
   c. hold the paddle loosely

3. The new pen-grip (Photo 4.5)

   A trend of the pen grip is to imitate the tennis grip style and players using this new style use the back of the paddle to smash, loop, and slice. It is similar to the backhand technique of tennis grip players but still keep the advantage of the traditional style. A Chinese player using this technique won a world championship and another young Chinese player defeated many top players in the 2003 World Championship Games. In 2004 Athens Olympic, a Chinese player took the second place in men’s single.
Performance:
   a. hold the paddle like holding a pen in the traditional way
   b. both the thumb and the index finger are in front, but the index finger is more straight and the thumb press down more

Paddle motion and ball flight directions

The direction and pathway of a serve or a shot depends on how the paddle contacts the ball. There are several ways the paddle contacts the ball and different contacts create different flight patterns of the ball. The contacts include flat, topspin, backspin, and sidespin motions.

1. Flat

In this motion, the paddle directly hits the back of the ball perpendicularly forward, upward or downward. The ball then travels straight forward in flat serves or shots (drive shots), or travels upward in lob shots, or goes down in smash or snap shots accordingly. The direction of a flat motion is showed in Figure 4.1 from a side view.

![Figure 4.1 flat flight](image)

2. Topspin

In this motion, the paddle hits (half hit and half scratch) the top-back of the ball with an upward scratching motion. The ball then travels forward with an upward spin in loop
shots. Then the ball bounces up forward with a fast upward spin motion. The direction of topspin is showed in Figure 4.2 from a side view.

![Figure 4.2 topspin](image)

3. **Back spin**

In this motion, the paddle hits (half hit and half scratch) low on the back of the ball with a downward scratching motion. The ball then travels forward with a backward spin in slice and chop shots and serves. Then the ball bounces up low and slows down with a backspin motion. If the paddle hits the ball fast, it will be a long slice serve or shot. If the paddle hits the ball slowly, then it will be a short and low chop serve or shot. The direction of a backspin is showed in Figure 4.3 from a side view.

![Figure 4.3 backspin](image)

4. **Left side spin**

In this motion, the paddle hits (half hit and half scratch) the left side of the back of the ball with a sideways scratching motion. The ball then travels forward with a left spin in sidespin serves and shots. If the paddle hits the left side of the back of the ball, then it will be a left side backspin serve or shot. If the paddle hits the top left side of the ball, then it will be a left side topspin serve or shot. Then the ball bounces up sideway toward opponent’s left side on opponent’s table. The direction of a left spin is showed in Figure 4.4 from a top view.
5. **Right side spin**

In this motion, the paddle hits (half hitting and half scratching) the right of the back of the ball with a sideways scratching motion. The ball then travels forward with a right spin in sidespin serves and shots. If the paddle hits the right side-back of the ball, then it will be a right side-back spin serve or shot. If the paddle hits the right side-top of the ball, then it will be a right side topspin serve or shot. Then the ball bounces up sideways toward opponent’s right side on opponent’s table. The direction of a right spin is showed in Figure 4.5 from a top view.

6. **Flat and top combination**

In this motion, the paddle hits the back of the ball with a lifting motion. The ball then travels forward with an upward arch in flat, lifting, or loop shots. Then the ball bounces up forward with an upward spin motion. Actually this motion is used in most flat, lifting, and upward loop shots since it not only provides an upward arch on the flight of the ball to make it easy to go over the net and come down fast before it gets too long, but also allows more power and speed. The direction of a flat and topspin is showed in Figure 4.6 from a side view.
Footwork

Footwork is very important in table tennis. To make effective shots, a player has to position him/herself before hitting the ball. There are several types of footwork.

1. Single Step

*Features:*
- It is quick and simple in a small range
- It is good for the shots close to the body

A. To right-front (Figure 4.7)

B. To Left-front (Figure 4.8)
4.8 one step to left-front

- a. left foot pivot to left
- b. right foot moves to left-front

C. To Right-back (Figure 4.9)

4.9 one step to right-back

- a. left foot pivots to right
- b. right foot moves to right-back

D. To Left-back (Figure 4.10)

4.10 one step to left-back

- a. right foot pivots to left
- b. left foot moves to left-back

2. Stride Step

*Features:*
- It is quick
- It can reach far
- But it is difficult to use continuously
A. Stride steps to right (Figure 4.11)

4.11 stride to right

a. left foot pushes and right foot moves to right
b. left foot follows up

B. Stride steps to left (Figure 4.12)

4.12 stride to left

a. right foot pushes and left foot moves to left
b. right foot follows up

3. Jumping Step

Features:
- It can reach far
- It shifts gravity fast
- It lands with same stance and can repeat continuously
- It is good for getting far shots

A. Jump to right (Figure 4.13)
a. left foot pushes  
b. both feet take off toward right  
c. left foot lands first then right foot  
d. keep balance and ready to hit

B. Jump to left (Figure 4.14)

4.14 jump to left

a. right foot pushes  
b. both feet take off toward left  
c. right foot lands first then left foot  
d. keep balance and ready to hit

4. Slide Step (Figure 4.15)

Features:
- It can reach relatively far
- The central gravity is stable when moving

4.15 slide to left

a. similar to the jumping step  
b. the right foot moves toward left foot first  
c. the left foot moves out  
d. reverse the process if moving toward right

5. Pivot steps

A. One step (Figure 4.16)
Features:
- It is used only when using forehand to return backhand shots
- It is used when the ball coming to the body

4.16 pivot one step

a. left foot pivots clockwise
b. right foot steps back clockwise
c. body turns to right
d. ready to hit

B. Pivot two steps (Figure 4.17)

Features:
- It is used only when using forehand to hit backhand shots
- It is used when the ball coming to the far left

4.17 pivot two steps

a. left foot steps to left and pivots to right
b. body turns to right
c. right foot step back clockwise

Review questions

1. What is the major difference between forehand and backhand serve stances?
2. Why it is important to maintain a proper stance in practice and games?
3. What are the main characteristics of the tennis grip?
4. What are the main characteristics of the traditional and new pen grips?
5. Which serves or shots use a flat motion?
6. Which serves or shots use a backspin motion?
7. Which serves or shots use a topspin motion?
8. Which serves or shots use the combination motions?
Chapter 5

Flat services and returns

Chapter 5-8 will introduce different services, applications, and returns in table tennis. Services in table tennis can be classified into several types. Based on the positions, there are forehand serves, backhand serves, pivot serves, and squat serves. Based on the toss, there are high-toss serves and low-toss serves. Based on the flight of the ball, there are flat serves and spin serves. Based on the styles, there are spin-oriented serves, speed-oriented serves, and placement-oriented serves. In this chapter, several basic serves will be introduced. For each serve, the tennis-grip serve will be introduced first, and then the pen-grip serves. Since most techniques for both grips are similar, there is not additional explanation for pen-grip serves except that skill is different from the tennis-grip. The letters a, b, c will be used for each sequential movement for tennis-grip photos and capital letters A, B, C will be used for each sequential movement for pen-grip photos of the same serve. Each serve will be introduced in four steps: forehand, backhand, applications, and returns.

This chapter will introduce flat services. Flat serves are fast and travel long toward the baseline. Players often use flat serves to catch opponent off-guard, catch open spots (the corners) or weak spots (such as opponent’s body), force weak returns, or force opponent away from the table. The flat serve is also the basic serve in table tennis and other serves can be learned easily after learning the flat serve. Players can return flat serves by using flat shots, block, or loop shots. The paddle motion of flat serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1) and the pathway is showed in Figure 5.1.

Flat serves work better when combined with backspin serves in terms of confusing the opponent’s judgment. If the receiver cannot identify which serve (flat or backspin) the server is using, he or she may return with a technique that is not proper for a flat serve, and make mistakes or give weak returns. If the receiver returns a flat serve with a backspin shot, the ball will go high and be smashed easily. The ball will get down to the net if the receiver returns backspin serves with flat shots.

Flat Services

Features:
- It is the base for other serves
- It has no spin or very little spin
- It travels fast and long

Paddle motion and ball pathway (Figure 10.1)
1. Forehand Flat Serve (Photo 5.1)

**Preparation:**
- a. one foot away from the table (5.1a)
- b. left foot slightly forward, weight on right foot
- c. left hand holds the ball at right-front of body
- d. right hand holds the paddle at right-front of body

**Movements:**
- a. toss the ball up and right-hand back swing (5.1b)
- b. right hand swings to left-front (5.1c)
- c. hit the ball down-forward at the net level (5.1d and 5.1e)
- d. follow through and shift weight to left foot (5.1f)

A. Tennis-grip

![](image1.png)

5.1a ready stance

5.1b toss and back swing

5.1c forward swing

5.1d contact

5.1e hit down-forward

5.1f follow through
B. Pen-grip

2. Backhand Flat Serve (Photo 5.2)

**Preparation:**
- a. one foot away from the table (5.2a)
- b. right foot slightly forward, weight on left foot
- c. left hand holds the ball at left-front of body
- d. right hand holds the paddle at left-front of body

**Movements:**
- a. toss the ball up and right hand back swing to left-back (5.2b)
- b. right hand swings to right-front (5.2c)
- c. hit the ball down-forward at the net level (5.2d and 5.2e)
- d. follow through and shift weight to right foot (5.2f)
A. Tennis-grip

5.2a ready stance

5.2b toss and back swing

5.2c forward swing

5.2d contact

5.2e hit down-forward

5.2f follow through

B. Pen-grip

5.2A ready stance

5.2B toss and back swing
Applications of the flat serve

a. Serve fast to catch opponent off guard
b. Use fast forehand and backhand serves to confuse the opponent
c. Serve fast to all four corners and to the opponent’s body
d. Combine flat serve with spin serves to confuse opponent
e. Change speed and placement to confuse opponent

Return flat serves

a. Smash back if the serve is high
b. Block back if the serve is too fast
c. Use flat shots to return
d. Avoid using slice shots to return
e. Return to opponent’s weak spots

Review questions

1. What is the function of flat serves?
2. What are the proper techniques to return flat serves?
3. What will happen when returning flat serves with backspin shots?
4. What are serving strategies for using flat serves?
Chapter 6

Backspin (slice) services and returns

This chapter will introduce backspin serves, returns, and applications. Backspin serves can travel relatively fast, but can also go slowly. These serves can travel long toward the baseline or fall short just over the net. Backspin serves have more flexibility in applications. Players often use backspin serves to keep serves low and give the opponent less chance to attack, especially if the opponent cannot return backspin serves well. Techniques of returning backspin serves include backspin (slice) shots, lifting shots, and loop shots. The paddle motion of backspin serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.3) and the pathway is showed in Figure 6.2.

Backspin serves work better when combined with flat serves to confuse opponent and ruin his/her judgment in order to force mistakes or weak returns. If the receiver returns a flat serve with a backspin shot, the ball will get up high and be smashed easily. On the other hand, however, the ball will get down to the net then the ball will get down to the net if the receiver returns a backspin serve with a flat shot. The motions of making backspin serves and flat serves should be identical so that opponent cannot identify which one the server is using. However, making a flat serve and a backspin serve usually sounds different when the paddle hits the ball. To address this problem, professional players tend to stomp the floor to cover the sound.

Backspin (slice) services

Features:
- It is easy to control the ball
- The ball bounces low and hard to attack back
- It confuses opponent when combined with flat serve

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway (Figure 6.1)

1. Forehand backspin serve (Photo 6.1)

Preparation:
- a. one foot away from the table (6.1a)
- b. left foot slightly forward, weight on right foot
- c. left hand holds the ball at right-front of body
- d. right hand holds the paddle at right-front of body
Movements:

a. toss the ball up and right hand back swing (6.1b)
b. right hand swings to down-left with paddle tilt (6.1c)
c. hit the ball at the net level with a slice motion (6.1d and 6.1e)
d. follow through and shift weight to left-foot (6.1e and 6.1f)

A. Tennis-grip

6.1a ready stance

6.1b toss and back swing

6.1c forward swing and contact

6.1d slice down-forward

6.1e follow through

B. Pen-grip
2. Backhand backspin serve (Photo 6.2)

Preparation:
  a. one foot away from the table (6.2a)
  b. right foot slightly forward, weight on left foot
  c. left hand holds the ball at left-front of body
  d. right hand holds the paddle at left-front of body

Movements:
  a. toss the ball up and right hand back swing to left-back (6.2b)
  b. right hand swings to downright with paddle tilt (6.2c)
  c. hit the ball at the net level with a slice motion (6.2d and 6.2e)
  d. shift weight to right foot (6.2e and 6.2f)
A. Tennis-grip

6.2a ready stance

6.2b toss and back swing

6.2c forward swing and contact

6.2d slice down-forward

6.2e follow through

B. Pen-grip

6.2A ready stance

6.2B toss and back swing
Applications of backspin serve

a. Keep the ball very low
b. Serve to all four lines and two corners and to the opponent’s body
c. Change speed to confuse opponent
d. Serve long and serve short to confuse opponent
e. Use a short backspin serve to prevent opponent’s attacking shots
f. Combine with flat serves to catch opponent off guard

Return backspin serves

a. Chop or slice back to keep the return low and safe
b. Lift up and be ready to attack next time whenever there is a chance
c. Use loop shots to attack aggressively

Review questions

1. What is the function of backspin serves?
2. What are the proper techniques to return flat serves?
3. How does a backspin serve work?
4. What will happen when returning slice serves with flat shots?
5. What are serving strategies for using slice serves?
Chapter 7

Side-back spin services and returns

This chapter will introduce side-back spin serves, applications, and returns. Side-back spin serves can travel relatively fast but its main characteristic is to create a side-back spin motion to make the ball going outward to left or right and still remain low. The side-back spin serves usually makes opponent less aggressive since it is low and cannot be smashes easily, and at the same time confuse the opponent on which way to spin back. If they do not use correct spin shots when returning, the ball gets out easily. To return side-backspin serves, people usually use side-backspin shots, lifting shots, loop shots, or off-the-table slice to slice back when the sidespin of the ball is slowing down. The paddle motion of side-backspin serve is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.4 and 4.5) and the pathway is showed in Figure 7.1 and 7.2.

Side-back spin serves works well on receivers who are not familiar with side-backspin serves. Side-back spin serves work better when using left spin and right spin alternatively, and combining with flat and backspin serves to confuse opponent and ruin his/her judgment to force mistakes and weak returns.

Side-back spin services

Features:

- It creates side and backspin and is easy for opponent to hit out
- It is hard for opponent to react fast and return accordingly
- It changes the pathway and is hard to judge and return
- It confuses opponent when combined with other serves

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway-Right Spin (Figure 7.1)

7.1 right spin serves

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway-Left Spin (Figure 7.2)
7.2 left spin serves

1. Forehand side-back spin serve—left spin (Photo 7.1)

   Preparation:
   a. one foot away from the table
   b. left foot slightly forward, weight on right foot (7.1a)
   c. left hand holds the ball at right-front of body
   d. right hand holds the paddle at right-front of body

   Movements:
   a. toss the ball up and right-hand back swing (7.1b)
   b. right-hand swings to down-left with paddle tilt sideways (7.1c)
   c. hit the ball at the net level with a down-side slice motion (7.1d)
   d. wrist continuously snap to create a back-side spin motion (7.1e)

A. Tennis-grip

7.1a ready stance

7.1b toss and back swing
7.1c forward swing and contact 7.1d slice down-side

7.1e follow through

B. Pen-grip

7.1A ready stance 7.1B toss and back swing

7.1C forward swing 7.1D contact with a slice motion
7.1E slice down-side 7.1F follow through

2. Backhand side-back spin serve-right spin (Photo 7.2)

Preparation:
  a. one foot away from the table (7.2a)
  b. right foot slightly forward, weight on left foot
  c. left hand holds the ball at left-front of body
  d. right hand holds the paddle at left-front of body

Movements:
  a. toss the ball up and right hand back swing (7.2 b)
  b. right hand swings to downright with paddle tilt sideways (7.2c)
  c. hit the ball at the net level with a down-side slice motion (7.2d and 7.2e)
  d. wrist snaps down-side to create a side/back spin motion (7.2e and 7.2f)

A. Tennis-grip

7.2a ready stance 7.2b toss and back swing

7.2c forward swing and contact 7.2d slice down-side
7.2e follow through

2-B. Pen-grip

7.2A ready stance

7.2B toss and back swing

7.2C forward swing and contact

7.2D slice down-side

7.2E continue to slice

7.2F follow through

Applications of side-back spin serve

a. keep the ball very low
b. change directions to serve to all four corners
c. change speed to confuse opponent
d. serve long and short to confuse the opponent
e. use both forehand and backhand serves to confuse the opponent
f. combine flat and slice serves to confuse opponent
Return side-back spin serves

a. use quick spin block
b. side-back spin back
c. slice back
d. wait and return with off-the-table shots
e. use lift or loop shots

Review questions

1. What is the function of side-back spin serves?
2. What are the proper techniques to return side-back spin serves?
3. How does a side-back spin serve work?
4. What will happen when returning side-back serves with flat shots?
5. What are serving strategies for using side-back serves?
Chapter 8

Side-top spin services and returns

This chapter will introduce side-top spin serves, returns, and applications. Side-top spin serves can travel fast and it also creates a side-top spin motion to make the ball going far outward to left and right and still remain the speed. The side-top spin serves usually catch opponent off-guard and keep opponent guessing which way the ball spins, thus make opponent less prepared and less aggressive. If they do not use correct spin shots when returning the serve, the ball gets out easily. To return side-top spin serves, people usually use sidespin blocks, smash, loop, or off-the-table slice shots to slice back when the side-top spin motion weakened. The side-top spin serve is aggressive but it can be smashed since it is usually high. The paddle motion of side-backspin serve is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.4 and 4.5) and the pathway is showed in Figure 8.1 and 8.1.

Side-top-spin serves work well to receivers who are not good at returns side-top spin serves, and work better when using left spin and right spin alternatively. When combined with flat and backspin as well as side-back serves, this will further confuse opponent and ruin his/her judgment to force mistakes and weak returns.

Side-top spin services

Features:
- It creates side-top spin and is easy to hit out for opponent
- It is difficult for opponent to react fast and return accordingly
- It changes the pathway and is hard to judge and return
- It confuses opponent when combined with other serves
- It can go very fast and catch opponent off-guard

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway-Right Spin (Figure 8.1)

8.1 right side-top spin

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway-Left Spin (Figure 8.
1. Forehand side-top spin serve—left spin (Photo 8.1)

*Preparation:*
   a. one foot away from the table (8.1a)
   b. left foot slightly forward, weight on right foot
   c. left hand holds the ball at right-front of body
   d. right hand holds the paddle at right-front of body

*Movement:*
   a. toss the ball up and right-hand back swing (8.1b)
   b. right-hand swings to down-left with paddle tilt sideways (8.1c)
   c. hit the ball at the net level with a side slice motion (8.1d and 8.1e)
   d. wrist continuously snaps to create a top/sidespin motion (8.1e and 8.1f)

A. Tennis-grip
8.1c forward swing sideways

8.1d slice side-up with a wrist snap

8.1e follow through to left-up

B. Pen-grip

8.1A ready stance

8.1B toss and back swing

8.1C forward swing sideways

8.1D slice sideways
2. **Backhand side-top spin serve--right spin (Photo 8.2)**

*Preparation:*
- a. one foot away from the table (8.2)
- b. right foot slightly forward, weight on left foot
- c. left hand holds the ball at left-front of body
- d. right hand holds the paddle at left-front of body

*Movements:*
- a. toss the ball up and right hand back swing (8.2b)
- b. right hand swings down-right with paddle tilt sideways (8.2c)
- c. hit the ball at the net level with a side slice motion (8.2d and 8.2e)
- d. wrist continuously snap to create a topspin motion (8.2e and 8.2f)

**A. Tennis-grip**

8.2a ready stance 8.2b toss and back swing

8.2c forward swing sideways 8.2d slice side-up with a wrist snap
B. Pen-grip

8.1e follow through to right-up

8.2A ready stance 8.2B toss and back swing

8.2C forward swing sideways 8.1D slice sideways

8.1E wrist snap up 8.1F follow through to right-up
Applications of side-top spin serve

a. Keep the ball fast and spin-up sideways
b. Serve to all four lines and two corners
c. Change speed and angles to confuse opponent
d. Use both forehand and backhand serves to confuse opponent
e. Combine with back-spin, back-side spin, and flat serves
Return side-top spin serves

a. Smash back if the serve is high
b. Quick spin block or push with paddle tilt sideways
c. Wait and return it off-table with loop or slice
d. Loop up

Review questions

1. What are features of side-top spin serves?
2. What are the proper techniques to return side-back spin serves?
3. How does a side-top spin serve work?
4. What are serving strategies for using side-top serves?
Chapter 9

Flat shots

This chapter will introduce different types of flat shots and returns. These shots will be introduced in a format of forehand and backhand, and tennis grip and pen grip. In most shots, the tennis grip and pen-grip are similar and the explanation will be the same unless there are differences.

Close-table flat shots

Close-table flat shots are basic techniques in table tennis. These shots are fast and can be placed at big angles since it is performed at close-table positions. The pathway is short and this gives opponent less time to prepare and return with high quality. Players often use these shots to catch opponent off-guard, and catch open spots (the corners) or weak spots (such as opponent’s body). Players can also use these shots to press opponent to play fast and be unprepared for using strong returns (such as loop). All types of players should handle the close-table flat shot not only because it is the basic skill but also it is used often in the actual games. Flat shots can be returned effectively by using flat shots, push, block, or loop shots depending on the situation and your preferred shots or style. The close-table, fast attack style players tend to use this kind of shots. It is not proper to return flat shots with backspin shots since the ball will go high and give your opponent more chances to smash. The paddle motion of flat serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1) and the pathway is showed in Figure 9.1.

Features:
- It is more like the flat serves.
- It has more power and is fast
- It is often used to return flat serves and shots
- It controls placement well and hits bigger angles

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway-Drive (Figure 9.1)

9.1 flat shot (drive) pathway

Preparation:
- a. one foot away from the table
- b. flat steps with weight between feet
- c. hold the paddle in front of the body

1. Forehand close-table flat shots (Photo 9.1)
Features:
- It is powerful
- It is fast and gives opponent less time to prepare
- It can hit bigger angles
- It blocks fast serves and shots easily

Movement:
- a. from ready stance (9.1a), rotate right shoulder backward while keep the paddle tilt to the table and use a small back swing (9.1b)
- b. rotate body to left and swing fast forward, contact the ball at right-front (9.1c)
- c. lift up-forward (9.1d)
- d. follow through up-left (9.1e)

A. Tennis-grip

9.1a ready stance
9.1b back swing to right
9.1c forward swing and contact
9.1d forward swing with lifting motion
9.1e follow through up-left
B. Pen-grip

9.1A ready stance  
9.1B back swing to right  
9.1C forward swing and contact  
9.1D forward swing with lifting motion  
9.1E follow through up-left

2. Backhand close-table flat shots (Photo 9.2-9.4)

*Features:*
- It is used to deal with flat serves and shots
- It has less power and speed than forehand
- It has more control on the placement
- It can hit wide angles
- It can be very aggressive
- It blocks fast flat serves and shots easily
Movement:

a. from ready stance (9.2a) rotate left shoulder backward while keep the paddle tilt to the table and use a small back swing (9.2b)
b. rotate body to right and small swing forwards, contact the ball at left-front (9.2c)
c. lift up-forward (9.2d)
d. follow through to right (9.2e)

A. Tennis-grip drive

9.2a ready stance
9.2b back swing to right
9.2c forward swing and contact
9.2d forward swing with lifting motion
9.2e continue to hit forward
9.2f follow through up-left

B. Pen-grip push
Features:
- It is fast
- It has more consistency and makes less mistakes
- It has more control on the placement
- It is, however, lack of power and speed
- It is, however, hard to reach far backhanded
- It blocks fast flat serves and shots easily

Movement:
- a. ready stance (9.2A)
- b. a small back swing, keep the paddle a little tilt to the table (9.2B)
- b. push forward with a little lifting motion with pedal tilt down (9.2C)
- c. keep pushing forward (9.2D)
- d. follow through forward

9.2A ready stance 9.2B small back swing
9.2C contact in front of body 9.2D push forward
9.2E follow through forward
C. Pen-grip power push

9.3A ready stance

9.3B big back swing

9.3C contact in front of body

9.3D power push forward

9.3E follow through further forward

D. Pen-grip drive

Features:
- It uses the back of paddle and it is similar to the tennis grip
- It has more power than push shot

Movement:
- from ready stance (9.4A) rotate left shoulder backward while keep the paddle tilt to the table and use a small back swing (9.4B)
b. rotate body to right and swing fast forwards, contact the ball at left-front (9.4C)
c. lift up-forward (9.4D)
d. follow through to right (9.4E and 9.4F)

9.4A ready stance
9.4B small back swing
9.4C contact at left-front
9.4D lift up-forward
9.4E continue to lift up-right
9.4F follow through up-right

**Off-table flat shots**

Off-table shots are similar to close-table shots except performed away from the table for long shots. These shots can go very fast but the angles are not as big as the close-table shots. Players often use these shots to attack, drive opponent far away from the table and make opponent less aggressive, and return off-table shots. These shots also can be used to press opponent to play fast and force opponent unprepared for using strong returns (such
as loop). Most players should also handle the off-table flat shots not only because they are the basic skills but also they are used often in the actual games. Off-table flat shots can be returned effectively by using flat shots, block, push, slice, or loop shots. The paddle motion of flat serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1) and the pathway is showed in Figure 9.2.

**Features:**
- It has more powerful and smashes very hard
- It is used to deal with off-table flat shots and loop shots

**Paddle motion and ball flight pathway (Figure 9.2)**

![9.2 off-table flat shot pathway](image)

**Movement:**
- a. ready stance (9.5a), rotate to right and use a big back swing, keep the paddle a little tilt to the table (9.5b)
- c. rotate left and swing forward-up (9.5c)
- d. contact at right-front (9.5d)
- d. lift up-forward (9.5e), and follow through up-left (9.5f)

1. **Forehand off-table flat shots (Photo 9.5)**

   **A. Tennis-grip**

   ![9.5a ready stance](image)
   ![9.5b big back swing](image)
9.5c forward swing

9.5d contact with up-forward motion

9.5e lift with full body rotation

9.5f follow through left-up

B. Pen-grip

9.5A ready stance

9.5B big back swing

9.5C forward swing

9.5D contact with up-forward motion
2. Backhand off-table flat shots (Photo 9.6)

*Features:*
- It is used to deal with flat serves and shots off the table
- The shot can be very fast and aggressive
- It places the ball to corners and drive opponent off the table
- It has more power when returning high shots

*Movement:*
- a. ready stance (9.6a)
- b. rotate the should back with a back swing motion, keep the paddle tilt to the table (9.6b), pen-grip tilt the back little downward
- c. rotate body and swing to right-up-front (9.6c)
- d. hit the ball with a lifting motion and snap wrist upward (9.6d)
- e. follow through up-right (9.6f)

A. Tennis-grip
B. Pen-grip traditional drive

*Features:*
- It is used to deal with flat serves and shots and loops
- It has more consistency and more control on the placement
- However, it lacks power and speed
- It is also more difficult to reach far at backhand

*Movement:*
a. ready stance (9.7A), a big back swing, keep the paddle a little tilt to the table (9.7B)
b. swing forward with a little lifting motion with pedal tilt down (9.7C)
c. contact the ball at left-front with a lifting motion (9.7D)
d. continue to hit forward with pedal tilt down more (9.7E and 9.7F)
e. follow through forward up-right (9.7G)
B. Pen-grip (new grip) drive

*Features:*
- It uses the back of paddle and it is similar to the tennis grip
- It has more power than push shot

*Movement:*
  a. from ready stance (9.8A) rotate left shoulder backward while keep the paddle tilt to the table and use a small back swing (9.8B)
  b. rotate body to right and swing fast forwards, contact the ball at left-front (9.8C)
  c. lift up-forward (9.8D)
  d. follow through to right (9.8E and 9.8F)
Smash

Features:
- It is used to kill high shots
- It is very powerful
- It uses forehand most time
- It needs a pivot motion to hit the backhand side shots

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway-Smash (Figure 9.3)
Movement:

a. from ready stance (9.9a), rotate right shoulder backward while keep the paddle tilt to the table and use a big back swing (9.9b and 9.9c)
b. rotate body to left and swing fast forward, contact the ball at right-front (9.9d)
c. lift up with the paddle on back-top (9.9e)
d. follow through down-left (9.9f)

A. Tennis grip

9.9a ready stance 9.9b back swing

9.9c continue back swing 9.9d lift-up-forward at right-front
9.9e. keep paddle tilt downward

B. Pen-grip

9.9A ready stance

9.9B back swing

9.9C continue back swing

9.9D lift up-forward at right-front

9.9E. keep paddle tilt downward

9.9F follow through down-right
Applications of the flat shots

a. Hit fast to catch opponent off guard
b. Hit fast to two corners and to the opponent’s body
c. Force opponent to play fast with you and change his/her style
d. find every chance to kill opponent’s shots

Return flat shots

a. Smash back if the serve is high
b. Block back if the serve is too fast
c. Use flat shots to return
d. Avoid using slice shots to return
e. Return to opponent’s weak spots

Review questions

1. What is the advantage of close-table flat shots?
2. How should one return close-table shots effectively?
3. What are differences between close and off-table shots?
4. How to use off-table shots in games?
5. What is the difference between traditional and new pen-grip backhand shots?
6. How to smash a high shot on the backhand side?
Chapter 10

Short shots

This chapter will introduce different types of short shots usually performed above the table and returns. Included are snap shot and lift shots. These shots will be introduced in a format of forehand and backhand, and tennis grip and pen grip. In most shots, the tennis grip and pen-grip are similar and the explanation will be similar unless there are differences.

Snap shots

The snap shot is similar to close-table shots and it is used often when opponent’s shot is short and high over the table and close to the net. Players can perform this shot by using a forearm and wrist motion, and it is more like a quick smash with small motions. People often catch the chance to use snap shots while they are doing chop rallies. The snap shot is very difficult to return since it is very close and fast and opponent usually has no time to react. The only way to return is to block. The paddle motion of flat serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1) and the pathway is showed in Figure 10.1.

Features:
- It is used to deal with short high shots and serves
- It is fast and hard to react to it

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway (Figure 10.1)

10.1 snap shot pathway

Movement:
- a. ready stance (10.1a), move quickly to the table and use a wrist back swing motion to reach to the ball (10.1b)
- b. use small forward swing motion to catch the ball high (10.1c)
- c. use quick wrist motion to lift up and hit angles (10.1d)
- d. follow through up-right (10.1e)

1. Forehand snap shot (Photo 10.1)

A. Tennis-grip
B. Pen-grip

10.1A ready stance  
10.1B reach with a small back swing
1. C lift up

10.1D continue to lift and hit angles

10.1E follow through up-right

2. Backhand snap shot (Photo 10.2)

Movement:
   a. ready stance (10.2a), move quickly and use a small wrist swing motion to reach the ball early (10.2b)
   b. use small forward swing motion to catch the ball high (10.2c)
   c. use quick wrist motion to lift up and hit angles (10.2d)

A. Tennis-grip

10.2a ready stance

10.2b reach the ball early
10.2c lift up at contact  
10.2d continue to hit up-forward  
10.2e follow through up-right  

B. Pen-grip  
10.2A reach the ball early  
10.2B lift up at contact  
10.2C follow through up-right
Short lift shots

The short lifting shot is similar to snap shots except it usually starts lower and has more scratching and lifting motion. These shots allow players to lift the ball over the net when the shot is short and low. Lifting shots can be returned effectively using snap, loop, or chop shots.

Features:
- It is used to deal with very short and low shots and serves
- It can lift the ball over the net

Movement:
- a. ready stance (10.3a), reach the ball early with paddle low (10.3b)
- b. lift up slightly with top spin motion without back swing (10.3c)
- c. continue to lift (10.3d)
- d. follow up to bring the ball over the net (10.3e)

1. Forehand lift shot (Photo 10.3a-e)

Tennis-grip

10.3a ready stance 10.3b reach the ball early

10.3c lift up slightly 10.3d continue to lift
2. Backhand lift shot (Photo 10.3A-E)

Pen-grip

10.3A ready stance 10.3B reach the ball early
10.3C lift up slightly 10.3D continue to lift
10.3F follow through forward
Applications of the short shots

a. Be aggressive when opponent’s serve/shot is high and close to the net
b. Lift up if the shot is too low or too close to the net
d. Hit angles to confuse opponent

Return short shots

a. Snap back if the serve is high
b. Slice it if it is low and opponent is ready to snap
c. Hit angles
d. Return to opponent’s weak spots

Review questions

1. What is the function of snap shots?
2. How should one return snap shots effectively?
3. What is the function of short lift shots?
4. How should one return short lift shots effectively?
5. What are differences between snap and lift shots?
Chapter 11

Loop (top spin) shots

This chapter will introduce loop shots, application, and returns. Loop shots are faster and have very strong upward or forward top spin motion. The upward loop shots bounce up high and far as well as fast, and forces opponent to back up from the table and play defensively with weak returns since it is difficult for opponent to aim and smash. The forward loop shots bounce off the table low with a greater speed and give opponent less time to prepare for a good return. Players mainly use loop shots to make the defensive players who use more slices to change their play from their favorite shots to following the loop style and make more mistakes or weak returns. The loop players tend to use this kind of shots to change from defensive play to offensive play. Loop shots can be returned effectively using smash, push, block, loop, or slice shots. The paddle motion of flat serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.2 and 4.6) and the pathway is showed in Figure 11.1 and 11.2.

Fast loop

Features:
- It is used effectively to deal with low and backspin shots and serves
- It creates fast top spin at the bounce
- It lifts the ball up and attack immediately
- It can return all serves and shots aggressively

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway (Figure 11.1)

11.1 fast loop shot pathway

1. Forehand fast loop shot (Photo 11.1)

Movement:
- a. ready stance (11.1a), rotate to right and big back swing (11.1b)
- b. rotate to left with a sharp forward top spin motion at contact (11.1c)
- c. lift the ball up with a strong topspin scratching motion (11.1d)
- d. rotate and use full power across the body with paddle tilt down (11.1e)
- e. bring the ball up-forward (11.1e), and follow through to left (11.1f)

A. Tennis-grip
11.1a ready stance  
11.1b rotate and back swing  
11.1c lift with sharp top spin  
11.1d scratch the ball with top spin  
11.1e full body rotate  
11.1f follow through up-left  

B. Pen-grip  

11.1A ready stance  
11.1B rotate and back swing
2. Backhand fast loop shots (Photo 11.2)

Movement:
   a. ready stance (11.2a), rotate to left and big back swing (11.2b)
   b. rotate to right with a sharp forward top spin motion at contact (11.2c)
   c. lift the ball up with a strong topspin scratching motion (11.2d)
   d. rotate and use full power across the body with paddle tilt down (11.2e)
   e. bring the ball up-forward (11.2e), and follow through to right (11.2f)

A. Tennis-grip

11.2a ready stance
11.2b rotate and back swing
11.2c lift with sharp top spin

11.2d scratch the ball with top spin

11.2e lift up

11.2f follow through up-right

B. Pen-grip

11.2A ready stance

11.2B rotate and back swing

11.2C lift with sharp top spin

11.2D scratch the ball with top spin
High Loop

Features:
- It is used effectively to deal with low and backspin shots and serves
- It creates very high top spin at the bounce and it is hard to return
- It lifts the ball up fast and attack immediately
- It can return all serves and shots aggressively

Paddle motion and ball flight pathway (Figure 11.2)

11.2 high loop shot pathway

1. Forehand high loop shot (Photo 11.3)

Movement:
- a. ready stance (11.3a), rotate to right and big back swing (11.3b)
- b. rotate to left with a sharp upward top spin motion at contact (11.3c)
- c. lift the ball up with a strong topspin scratching motion (11.3d)
- d. rotate and use full power across the body with paddle tilt slightly (11.3e)
- e. bring the ball up-forward (11.3e), and follow through to left (11.3f)

A. Tennis-grip
11.3a ready stance  
11.3b rotate and back swing

11.3c lift with high top spin motion  
11.1d scratch the ball up with top spin

11.3e full body rotate to lift up  
11.3f follow through up-left

B. Pen-grip

11.3A ready stance  
11.3B rotate and back swing
2. Backhand high loop shot (Photo 11.4)

Movement:
   a. ready stance (11.4a), rotate to left and big back swing (11.4b)
   b. rotate to right with a sharp upward top spin motion at contact (11.4c)
   c. lift the ball up with a strong topspin scratching motion (11.4d)
   d. rotate and use full power across the body with paddle tilt slightly (11.4e)
   e. bring the ball up-forward (11.4e), and follow through to right (11.3F)

A. Tennis-grip

11.4a ready stance

11.4b rotate and back swing
11.4c lift with high top spin motion  
11.4d scratch the ball up with top spin 

11.4e bring the ball up  
11.4f follow through up-right 

B. Pen-grip 

11.4A ready stance  
11.4B rotate and back swing 

11.4C lift with high top spin motion  
11.4D scratch the ball up with top spin
Applications of the loop shots

a. To deal with low and backspin shots and serves
b. Lifts the ball up and attack immediately
c. Use more if opponent does not deal with it effectively
d. Change the pace of the game aggressively

Return loop shots

a. Smash back if the loop is high
b. Fast return to opponent’s middle
c. Loop back
d. Slice it low
e. Tilt push to cut off (Photo 11.5)
Review questions

1. What is the function of fast loop shots?
2. What are the features of high loop shots?
3. What is the difference between fast and high loop shots?
4. How should one return loop shots effectively?
5. When should you use loop shots in the games?
Chapter 12

Backspin (slice & chop) shots

Backspin shots are just the opposite of loop in terms of their spin motion. Backspin shots are not powerful or fast, but are more consistent and make fewer mistakes than offensive shots. Furthermore, backspin shots fly with a back spin motion and bounce very low and short, thus give opponent less chance to smash. The defensive style players tend to use slice shots most time in their play but they also use offensive shots whenever a return is high. Players mainly use slice shots to reduce their own mistakes while forcing opponent to have less patience therefore make more mistakes, to make opponent less aggressive, and to force offensive players to change their play from their offensive shots to defensive play. Slice shots can be returned effectively using loop or slice shots. The backspin shots should not be returned with flat shots since the ball usually gets into the net. The paddle motion of flat serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.3) and the pathway is shown in Figure 12.1.

Slice shots

*Features:*
- It is used to deal with low, slice, and loop shots
- It man make opponent less aggressive
- It makes opponent impatient
- It can create chances for fast attacks
- It is consistent and force the opponent to make mistakes

*Paddle motion and ball flight pathway (Figure 12.1)*

12.1 slice shot pathway

*Movement:*
- a. ready stance (12.1a), use a big back swing motion (12.1b)
- b. tilt the paddle a little upward when hitting the ball (12.1c)
- c. slice the ball forward to make it spin backward and fly low (12.1d)
- d. continue to slice forward (12.1e) and follow through to left (12.1f)

1. Forehand off-table slice shot (Photo 12.1)

   A. Tennis-grip
12.1a ready stance

12.1b big back swing

12.1c forward swing with paddle tilt

12.1d slice the low-back of the ball

12.1e continue to slice forward

12.1f follow through

B. Pen-grip

12.1A ready stance

12.1B big back swing
2. Backhand off-table slice shot (Photo 12.2)

A. Tennis-grip

Movement:

a. ready stance (12.2a), use a big back swing motion (12.2b)
b. tilt the paddle a little upward when hitting the ball (12.2c)
c. slice the ball forward to make it spin backward and fly low (12.2d)
d. continue to slice forward (12.2e) and follow through to left (12.2f)
12.2a ready stance  12.2b big back swing

12.2c forward swing with paddle tilt  12.2d slice the low-back of the ball

12.2e continue to slice forward  12.2f follow through

B. Pen-grip

Movement:
  a. change the grip and only keep the thumb in front
  a. use a big back swing motion (12.2A)
  b. tilt the paddle a little upward when hitting the ball (12.2B)
  c. slice the ball forward to make it spin backward and fly low (12.2C)
  d. continue to slice forward (12.2D)
  e. follow through down-forward (12.2E) and to up-left (12.2F)
Chop shots

The chop shot is a slice shot except slice shot is usually long and the chop shot is short. Slice shots are usually performed with the off-table technique and travel far while the chop shot is low and short. The chops usually hit and land close to the net. The chop shot is not as powerful or fast, but it is more consistent and makes fewer mistakes. The chop shot also flies with a backspin motion and bounces very low and short, thus it gives opponent no chance to smash or to be aggressive. Most players often use the chop shot in games to avoid being smashed and to create chances to smash. Players also use chop shots to reduce their own mistakes while force opponent to make opponent less patience and consequently make more mistakes, to make the opponent less aggressive, and to force offensive players to change their play style to defensive play. Chop shots can be
returned effectively using chops or quick lift and snap shots. The paddle motion of flat serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.3) and the pathway is showed in Figure 12.2.

**Features:**
- It is used to deal with low and shot backspin shots and serves
- It can make the opponent less aggressive
- It can create chances for attacks and it is consistent and has fewer risks

**Paddle motion and ball flight pathway (Figure 12.2)**

12.2 chop shot pathway

**Movement:**
- a. ready stance (12.3a), reach forward and use small backs wing motion (12.3b)
- b. tilt the paddle back when hitting the ball at it low-back (12.3c)
- c. slightly slice forward to make the shot short and low (12.3d)
- d. follow through forward-sideways

1. **Forehand chop shot (Photo 12.3)**

   **A. Tennis-grip**

   ![12.3a ready stance](image)
   ![12.3b reach early and small back swing](image)
12.3c slice the low-back of the ball

12.3d slice forward

12.3e follow through

B. Pen-grip

12.3A ready stance

12.3B reach early and small back swing

12.3C slice the low-back of the ball

12.3D slice forward
2. Backhand chop shot (Photo 12.4)

A. Tennis-grip

12.4a ready stance  
12.4b reach early and small back swing

12.4c slice the low-back of the ball  
12.4d slice forward
B. Pen-grip

12.4A ready stance

12.4B reach early and small back swing

12.4C slice the low-back of the ball

12.4D slice forward

12.4E follow through forward

12.4F follow through to right
Snap chop

The snap chop is a very short chop shot and tries to keep the chop very low and shot so that opponent has no chance to attack at all. This shot has no back swing and the forward swing motion is very small. Snap chop can be returned effectively using snap chops or quick lift and snap shots. The paddle motion of flat serves is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.3) and the pathway is showed in Figure 12.5.

Features:
- It is used to deal with very low and shot chop shots and serves
- It create extremely short and low shots and make the opponent much less aggressive
- It can create chances for attacks
- It is consistent and has fewer risks

*Paddle motion and ball flight pathway (Figure12.3)*

12.3 snap chop pathway

Movement:
- a. ready stance (12.5a), reach forward without backswing motion (12.3b)
- b. tilt the paddle back when hitting the ball at it low-back(12.5c)
- c. slightly slice forward with wrist motion (12.5d)
- d. follow through forward-sideways (12.5e)

1. Forehand snap chop (Photo 12.5)

A. Tennis-grip

12.5a ready stance 12.5b reach early without backswing
12.5c chop with wrist motion

12.5d chop through the back of the ball

12.5e follow through

B. Pen-grip

12.5A ready stance

12.5B reach early without backswing

12.5C chop with wrist motion

12.5D chop through the back of the ball
1. Forehand snap chop (Photo 12.6)

A. Tennis-grip

12.6a ready stance  
12.6b reach early without backswing

12.6c chop with wrist motion  
12.6d chop through the back of the ball
12.6e follow through

B. Pen-grip

12.6A ready stance

12.6B reach early without backswing

12.6C chop with wrist motion

12.6D chop through the back of the ball

12.6E follow through
Applications of the backspin shots

a. Return low and backspin shots and serves  
b. Keep the shots low and short to avoid attacks  
c. Reduce mistakes and force opponent to slow down or make mistakes  
d. Change the angles and length of the backspin  
e. Attack when there is an opportunity

Return backspin shots

a. Slice or chop back  
b. Loop it up and attack

Review questions

1. What is the function of backspin shots?  
2. What is the difference between slice and chop, and between chop and snap chop?  
3. How can you use backspin shots in the game effectively?  
4. How to return slices and chops?
Chapter 13

Combination shots

It is very difficult to score with one shot in table tennis games. Very often players have to combine several skills together with strategic purposes to win an inning. Players usually develop their own style of combinations and based these combinations establish their unique styles. The following are several common combination skills in table tennis.

Push then pivot attack (Photo 13.1)

Players with the traditional pen-grip use this combination most frequently. It mainly uses the backhand to push the ball for good placement, and then catch any chances to use forehand to smash or loop.

Features:
- It is aggressive at the forehand and backhand sides
- It effectively controls the placements before the attack
- It is consistent and make fewer mistakes

Movement:
- a. use backhand push or block first (13.1a)
- b. move to backhand side with left shoulder/foot in front and back swing (13.1b), and use forehand to attack (13.1c)
Backhand push then forehand attack (Photo 13.2)

Close-table players with traditional pen-grip are the most frequent users of this combination. It mainly uses the backhand to push the ball for good placement and to defend, then catches chances to attack with forehand smash or loop shots.

Features:
- It is aggressive at the forehand side
- It is defensive but consistent at backhand side
- It makes less mistakes on backhand

Movement:
- a. use backhand push for defense or control placement (13.2a)
- b. use forehand to attack (13.2b)

Chop, lift, and attack (Photo 13.3)

Generally, offensive players are the most common users of this combination. It mainly uses backhand and forehand chops to make shots short and low, and then catches any chances to lift the ball for the next attack with loop or smash.

Features:
- It uses short chops in rally to create chances for attacks
- It lifts the ball up for offensive shots
- It changes the play from defense to offense

Movement:
- a. use backhand chop continuously (13.3a)
- b. lift the ball when the shot is long and low (13.3b)
- c. smash when chance comes (13.3c)
Chop and snap (Photo 13.4)

All players use this combination. It mainly uses short and low chops to prevent any smashes from an opponent and catches any chances to snap or smash if opponent’s return is high.

Features:
- It uses short chops in rally to reduce mistakes
- It attacks with snap shots when the return is high
- It is safe but can be aggressive when there is a chance

Movement:
- a. use chops continuously with forehand or backhand (13.4a)
- b. attack whenever the shot is high with forehand or backhand (13.4b)
Lift and attack (Photo 13.5)

Mostly offensive players use this combination. It is mainly use high loop shots to lift up low slices, and then catches any chances to attack with fast loops or smashes.

Features:
- It is used to deal with slice players
- It forces opponent to change the pace and height of the shots

Movement:
- a. lift the ball up with high loops (13.5a)
- b. use flat drive, smash, or fast loop shots to attack (13.5b)

Slice and attack (Photo 13.6)

Generally defensive players use this combination with a tennis-grip. It mainly uses slice shots to keep the ball low and keep opponent away from the table so that opponent can not be aggressive. Then whenever there is opportunity, the player should attack back immediately with flat shots, smashes, or loop shots.

Features:
- It is mainly used by slice type players
- It can makes opponent less aggressive
• It looks for chances to attack back
• It is very consistent and make less mistakes

Movement:
  a. use low slice shots continuously (13.6a)
  b. attack back with smash, loops, or flat shots when there is a chance (13.6b)

Review questions

1. What kind of players tends to use push and pivot combinations?
2. What is the advantage of the backhand push and forehand attack?
3. When is the combination chop-lift-attack used?
4. How do players use chop-snap combination?
5. What kind of players tends to use lift-attack combination?
6. What kind of players tends to use slice and attack combinations?
Chapter 14

Practice guidelines and drills

This chapter will introduce guidelines and drills for serves, returning serves, and shots. The guidelines and drills are basic for all players. Player should choose drills based on their individual needs and combine these drills to make their individual practice creative.

Practice guidelines and drills for services

Learning the basic serves is only the first step in learning table tennis and there is a long way between learning the serves and using the serves in games. Step-by-step practice and drills designed based on the application features in various game situations of table tennis need to be followed so that students can move from learning the basic serves into applying them in games effectively. The following guidelines provide these sequential steps so instructors and students can adopt or create drills to improve skills and their applications. However, this may not be the model for everyone. People can combine two steps together, or skip some steps, or reverse these step based on the individual needs of players.

Step 1. List all serves to be practiced

1. Flat serves
2. Backspin (slice) serves
3. Left back-sidespin serves
4. Right back-topspin serves

Step 2. Feel the motion and practice to acquire the correct form

1. Practice the same serve over and over again with multiple balls with the forehand and backhand.
2. Serve with a partner back and forth on forehand and backhand.
3. Perform the swing motion in front of mirror and compare with teacher’s motion with the forehand and backhand.
4. Film the serves and get feedback from the teachers.

Step 3. Work on the consistency of forehand and backhand serves

1. Serve across the table (diagonally) with a partner or by self from the right corner of the table.
2. Serve down the table (straight) with a partner or by self from the right corner of the table.
3. Serve across the table (diagonally) with a partner or by self from the left corner of the table.
4. Serve down the table (straight) with a partner or by self from the left corner of the table.
5. Serve toward the opponent’s body from left and right corners.
Step 4. Work on placements and changing lines of forehand and backhand

1. Serve from the left corner alternatively down the table, across the table, and toward the opponent’s body.
2. Serve from the right corner alternatively down the table, across the table, and toward the opponent’s body.

Step 5. Change speed and length of serves using above drills

1. Serve fast to make serves long.
2. Serve slowly to make serves short.
3. Serve one long and one short with identical motions.
4. Fake a long serve but make a short serve instead.
5. Fake a short serve but make a long one instead.

Step 6. Change serves using drills in above drills

1. Alternatively make flat, slice, back sidespin, and back topspin serves.
2. Serve from and toward different corners.
3. Use different speed and placement.
4. Fake a flat serve but make a spin one or reverse it.

Step 7. Serve with a partner returning using above drills

1. Serve and see how effective it is from partner’s returning.
2. Serve then return partner’s shot.
3. Serve to set up for attacks.

Step 8. Serve under pressure using above drills

1. Make each serve 10 times and calculate the percentage of good serves.
2. Make each serve 10 times with a partner returning and calculate the percentage of good serves.
3. Make each serve 10 times with a partner returning and calculate the percentage of good returning.
4. Use each serve in practice games and calculate the percentage of good serves.
5. Use serves alternatively in practice games and gain feedback on effectiveness.
6. Use serves in games against different players of different styles.

Practice guidelines for shots

Learning the basic shots is only the first step of learning table tennis and there is a long way between just hitting the ball and hitting effectively in games. Different opponents play different styles and they may use flat, slice, or loop shots to confuse you and it is certainly difficult to judge what kind of shots the opponent is using. Furthermore, opponents may also change speed, lines, corners, and forehand and backhand to make
returns much more difficult. It is much more difficult to learn effective shots than learning serves and much more practice is certainly essential. Step-by-step practice and drills designed based on the application features in various game situations of table tennis need to be followed so that students can move from learning the basic shots into applying them in games effectively. The following guidelines provide these sequential steps and instructors and students can adopt or create drills to improve skills and their applications based on these steps. However, these steps do not make the only model for everyone. People can combine two steps together, or skip some steps, or reverse these steps based on the individual needs of players. Players can and should combine the practice of shots with the practice of serving and receiving together.

Step 1. List all shots to be practiced

1. Close-table flat shots
2. Off-table flat shots
3. Snap shots
4. Lifting shots
5. Loop shots
6. Off-table backspin (slice) shots
7. Over-table backspin (chop) shots
8. Sidespin shots

Step 2. Feel the motion and practice to acquire the correct form

1. Practice the same shots over and over again on forehand and backhand fed by an instructor or a partner.
2. Rally with the instructor or a partner back and forth with forehand and backhand.
3. Perform the swing motions in front of mirror and compare with teacher’s motion on forehand and backhand.
4. Film the shots and get feedback from the teachers or a partner.

Step 3. Work on the consistency of forehand and backhand shots

1. Hit forehand shots across the table (diagonally) with a partner.
2. Hit forehand shots down the table (straight) with a partner.
3. Hit backhand shots across the table (diagonally) with a partner.
4. Hit backhand shots down the table (straight) with a partner.
5. Hit toward the opponent’s body.

Step 4. Work on placements and changing lines on forehand and backhand

1. Hit alternatively down the table, across the table, and toward opponent’s body.
2. Hit to opponent’s forehand several times and suddenly hit to the backhand.
3. Hit to opponent’s backhand several times then suddenly hit to the forehand.
4. Hit with backhand several times then suddenly use backhand.
Step 5. Change speed and length of shots with a partner

1. Hit fast to make shots long.
2. Hit slowly to make shots short.
3. Hit one long and one short with identical motions.
4. Fake a long shot but make a short one instead.
5. Fake a short shot but make a long one instead.

Step 6. Change shots using drills in above steps with a partner

1. Alternatively make flat, slice, and topspin shots.
2. Use different speed and placement.
3. Slice several times then suddenly use loops.
4. Chop continuously and suddenly use a snap shot.
5. Backhand pushes several time then attack with a pivot shot.
6. Partner feeds different shots then return with proper shots.

Step 7. Rally under pressure using above drills

1. Hit each shot continuously and count how many shots were made in a rally.
2. Play restricted games, such as flat shot and serves only (or slice only).
3. Partner changes styles and shots in practice game and return accordingly.
4. Change the shots and styles in the games.
5. Use some punishment or award in the game.
6. Play game with different players of different styles.

**Practice guidelines for receiving serves**

Returning serves effectively is not easy as it looks and there is a long way between just returning the serves and returning effectively in games. The server may use flat, slice, side-backspin, or side-topspin serves to confuse you and it is certainly difficult to judge what kind of serve the opponent is using. Furthermore, the opponent may change speed, lines, corners, and forehand and backhand to make the receiving much more difficult. It is much more difficult to learn effective receiving than learning the serving and much more practice is certainly essential. Step-by-step practice and drills designed based on the application features in various game situation of table tennis need to be followed so that students can move from learning the basic receiving skills into applying them in games effectively. The following guidelines provide these sequential steps and instructors and students can adopt or create drills to improve skills and their applications based on these steps. However, these steps do not form the only model for everyone. People can combine two steps together, or skip some steps, or reverse these step based on the individual needs of players.
Step 1. List all serves to be received

1. Flat serves
2. Backspin (slice) serves
3. Left back-sidespin serves
4. Right back-topspin serves

Step 2. Learn all different shots and applications in returning serves

1. Close-table flat shots
2. Off-table flat shots
3. Snap shots
4. Lifting shots
5. Loop shots
6. Off-table backspin (slice) shots
7. Over-table backspin (chop) shots
8. Sidespin shots

Step 3. Work on judging the speed and placement of the serve and using proper movement and shots. A partner makes the same serves over and over again from and to different corners, then repeat the process with another type of serve.

1. Move and forehand return with a proper shot across the table.
2. Move and forehand return with a proper shot down the table.
3. Move and backhand return with a proper shot across the table.
4. Move and backhand return with a proper shot down the table.
5. Return another type of serve using above drills.

Step 4. Work on the consistency of forehand and backhand returns.

1. Continuously use forehand to return a serve across the table.
2. Continuously use forehand to return a serve down the table.
3. Continuously use backhand to return a serve across the table.
4. Continuously use backhand to return a serve down the table.
5. Return another type of serve using above drills.

Step 5. Work on placements and changing lines of forehand and backhand returns.

1. Return with forehand alternatively down the table, across the table, and toward opponent’s body.
2. Return with backhand alternatively down the table, across the table, and toward opponent’s body.
3. The partner serves one to forehand and one to backhand. Return down the table and across the table with forehand and backhand.
4. Return another type of serve using above drills.
Step 6. Change speed and length when returning serves

1. Return a serve with a long shot.
2. Return a serve with a short shot.
3. Return across table a long shot then down the table with a short one.
4. Return down table a short shot then across the table with a long one.
5. Return another type of serve using above drills.

Step 7. Return serves by using different shots

1. Return a flat serve with a flat shot, then a topspin shot.
2. Return a slice serve with a tilt flat shot, a topspin shot, then a slice.
3. Return a sidespin serve with a tilt flat shot, a topspin shot, then a slice.

Step 8. Return different serves when the partner alternatively changes the serves

1. Return serves coming from different corners.
2. Return spin and flat serves.
3. Return left and right spin serves.
4. Partner uses mixes up different serves and receiver tries to return accordingly.

Step 9. Return serves under pressure using above drills

1. Calculate the percentage of good return.
2. Use all different returns in practice games.
3. Play game with different players of different styles.

**Review questions**

1. What drills should one use to improve your form in serving, receiving, and returning shots?
2. What drills should a player use to improve your consistency in serving, receiving, and returning shots?
3. What drills could one use to improve your placement in serving, receiving, and returning shots?
4. What drills should a player use to improve your ability to recognize and return different serves and shots?
5. What drills should can one use to improve your actual experience in serving, receiving, and shots?
6. What drills should may a player use to improve your ability of applying skills in serving, receiving, and shots?
7. How can a player combine serving and receiving training together?
8. Can you create new drills for your special needs?
Chapter 15

Single Game Strategies

This chapter introduces basic single game strategies. Included are general basic table tennis strategies for all players and strategies for players of different types of styles. Each style is introduced on the special features, techniques, tactics, and tips for using this style.

General basic strategies

Players of all styles use these general basic strategies. The applications of these strategies vary based on individual players. Based on these general strategies, players of different styles will further apply their specific strategies in their games.

1. Use your best serves and shots in games to ensure your best play and reduce mistakes.
2. Players can change serves and shots to keep opponent guessing what your next motion will be.
3. Change speed, power, lines and placement of the shots and serves to avoid opponent getting used to them.
4. Combine spin and flat serves to force opponent make more mistakes.
5. Attack opponent's weakness.
6. Avoid the strength of opponent. For example, hit to the backhand if the opponent is strong at forehand, or use more short chop shots if opponent is very aggressive.
7. Hit to the openings, weak side, and weak spots (such as opponent's body).

Different styles and their strategies

Players play with different styles, and each style requires specific strategies in addition to the general basic strategies. The following are basic explanations of each style.

1. Close-table fast push and attack style

*Features:* This style mainly uses push shots to place the ball with speed and placement and then uses forehand aggressive shots to attack. Backhand push and forehand attack players mainly use this style to deal with an aggressive opponent of the same or loop style.

*Techniques:* This style can use continuous backhand push and forehand attack in Photo 15.1. It can also use backhand push and pivot attack in Photo 15.2.

A. Backhand push and forehand attack (Photo 15.1)
B. Backhand push and pivot attack (Photo 15.2)

Tactics:
- Use backhand push to place the shots continuously to force mistakes
- Catch any chance to attack with strong forehand shots

Tips:
- Change lines, placements, and pace to lead the game and to create chances for smashes.
- Push opponent's backhand first then attack the forehand.
- Use power push to attack the middle to make opponent returning with weak shots then attack.
• Catch every chance to smash since this is the main scoring technique.
• Stay close to the table but remain flexible.
• When dealing with loop style player, stay close to the table, use quick push, powerful push and reduced-power push to control the placement. Then catch chances to smash.

2. Close-table forehand and backhand fast attacks

*Features:* This style uses speed and power from both forehand and backhand to attack opponent, and then create or catch chances to smash. Most time the close-table, pen-grip fast attack player like former Chinese champions use this style. Recently the tennis-grip, loop style players also use this strategy.

*Techniques:* Alternatively use backhand and forehand attacks continuously. When the ball is low or there is no chance to attack, use push or block shots and wait for opportunities (Photo 15.3).

15.3a forehand flat attack 15.3b backhand flat attack

*Tactics:
• Attack the backhand then smash the forehand.
• Attack two corners then smash the middle.

*Tips:
• Change lines and placement.
• Mainly attack opponent's backhand to create chance to smash forehand or middle.
• Catch every chance to smash.
• Stay close to the table when in offense, and stay back when in defense.
• Stay close to the table when dealing with loop style players. Use quick push to press the loop shots then use more power to smash.

3. Lift and attack

*Features:* This style mainly uses lifting shots to bring the ball up then attack aggressively. It is mainly used to deal with the slice, defensive type of players. This
combination changes the pace of the game and force opponent to follow your playing style. Most time the close-table, pen-grip fast attack players and loop style players use this strategy against defensive players who use slices most time.

Techniques: Uses forehand or backhand high loops to lift up and use forehand or backhand smashes, flat shots, or fast loops to attack (Photo 15.4). The lifting up motion should not very powerful in case it goes too far out. On the other hand, the soft lifting shots can be smashed easily.

Tactics:
- quick lift then smash.
- Lift to opponent’s weak side.

Tips:
- Use less power for lifting shot and use more power for the smash.
- Change lines and placements to move opponent for opportunities.
- Catch every chance to smash the middle or the weak side.
- Be patient; do not smash hard if the opportunity is poor.

4. Lift, smash, and drop

Features: It combines the lifting shots and smash with drop shots. The lift, smash, and drop are usually used by the fast style players or loop style players to deal with slice type players.

Techniques: Uses forehand to lift the shots and force opponent to hit high shots. Then use forehand or backhand to smash to force opponent to stay far back, and then suddenly use a short drop when opponent is forced to stay far back away from the table (Photo 15.5).
15.5a lift the low shot

15.5b smash to force opponent back

15.5c make a drop with a chop

**Tactics:**
- Lift the ball carefully without much risk of being smashed.
- Catch any chances to smash.
- Make sudden drop shots after continuous smash.
- After making drop shots, be ready to catch the next opportunity.

**Tips:**
- Make drops when opponent is forced to stay away from the table.
- Make the drop short and low.
- Target at opponent's body when smashing if opponent is close to the table to return the drops.

5. **Chop and attack**

**Features:** This style uses short, low, quick and changing chop shots to control the game and make opponent less aggressive. Then players use quick push or snap to start the attack, and then catch every chance to smash. Players of all styles use this strategy today.

**Techniques:** Uses short chops shots to keep the ball low and short (over the table) and make opponent impatient and force mistakes or hit high, then use snap shots to attack any short but high shots or smash over the high but long shots (Photo 15.6).
15.6a chop short and low  

15.6b snap at high shots

**Tactics:**
- Use short chops continuously.
- Catch chances to use snap or smash.
- Change lines and speed of the chops.

**Tips:**
- Be patient and wait for the good opportunities.
- Start attacks as early as possible.
- Catch every good chance to smash.
- Make chops short and low so that opponent cannot attack first.

6. Slice and attack

**Features:** It combines slice and attacking shots together. It usually uses long slice shots to corners to make opponent stay away from the table and less aggressive, and then catch or create chances for attacks. It can also use consistent, low, and changing slice shots to force opponent to lift while in move then attack back. Most defensive players use this strategy.

**Techniques:** Use long slice shots to keep the ball low but long or short and make opponent impatient and make mistakes or hit high, then use smash of loop shots to attack any high shots (Photo 15.7).
Tactics:
- Use long slice to the backhand corner, then use forehand to attack.
- Use long slices to hit two corners to make opponent move then attack.
- Use long slices and short chops to confuse the opponent.

Tips:
- Combine spin and flat shots to make the opponent hit high.
- Keep the slice low to avoid smash.
- Make opponent move side to side, or back and forth, and then catch chances to attack.

7. Serve and attack

Features: It mainly changes the patterns (spin or flat), lines, placements, and speed of serves to force the opponent to hit back with weak returns or make mistakes. Then the serve can take advantage of the weak returns or mistakes. The strategy focuses on the first three shots to control the game and to score. This strategy was used by fast style players but nowadays is used by most players.

Techniques: Uses various serves of flat and spins at different speed, spin, power, and placement from different corners to force opponent make mistakes, and then catch any opportunities to attack when the opponent’s return is not good. Whenever finding which serve(s) opponent does not return well, you should keep using it until the opponent adapts to it (Photo 15.8).

Tactics:
- Combine spin and flat serve together.
- Use fast serves to attack both corners.
- Use short serves to make opponent to lift up then attack.
- Keep identical motions when using different serves.
- Use different serves to keep opponent guessing and under pressure.

Tips:
- Move opponent with different serves to different corners.
• Be ready to attack after the serve.
• Know how opponent will return each serve for better preparation.

8. Loop with forehand and backhand

Features: It mainly use loop shots to force opponent to back up away from the table and return high or fast loops. This style forces opponent to change their original patterns and rhythms and to follow the loop player on long and high shots which they do not like. Then the serve can take advantage of the weak returns or mistakes. This is an effective style to deal with slice type of players. This style is also often combined with the close table fast-attack style to control both the close-table and off-table plays.

Techniques: Use both fast and high loops with forehand and backhand on serves and shots. If combined with the fast-attack style, also use close table pushes, flat shots, and other skills (Photo 15.9).

15.9a forehand loop 15.9b backhand loop

Tactics:
• Use loops whenever there is a chance
• Change high and fast loops to confuse opponent
• Force opponent to follow your rhythm and pace
• Keep identical motions when using different loops
• Use different loops and other shots to keep opponent guessing and under pressure.

Tips:
• Change lines and paces
• Attack opponent's body and away from opponent
• Catch every chance to smash.

Review questions

1. What are the basic single game strategies?
2. How does a close-table push and attack style player play?
3. What skills should a player perform well if he/she wants to be a forehand and backhand attack style player?
4. How does one apply the lift and attack strategies in single games?
5. How does the lift, smash, and drop style strategy work?
6. What are the tactics to play the chop and attack strategy effectively?
7. What is the common way to play the slice and attack style?
8. How should a player apply the serve and attack style in single games?
9. Why should the loop style combine with close-table fast style?
Chapter 16

Double game strategies

This chapter introduces basic table tennis double game strategies. Included are pairing patterns, rotation patterns of the two players, and tips for teamwork and strategies.

Pairing

There are different pairing patterns for table tennis. Each pairing pattern has unique characteristics and players should try and find their best partner.

1. Both players of the same styles. This pairing can make both players work together very well. Examples include two fast style players, two slice style players, or two loop players.
2. Two players of different styles. This pairing can confuse opponents and make it difficult for opponents to get used to the changes. Examples include one fast style player and one loop player, or a loop player and a slice player.
3. One right-handed and one left-handed style. This pairing can reduce the movement and avoid bumping into each other.
4. One close table player and one off-table player. This pairing can reduce the chances of bumping, and make up each other's weakness. Examples include one close-table fast style player and a middle range loop player, or a fast style player and an off-table slice player.

Rotations

In a doubles game, the players have to take turns hitting the ball with their partner. After each shot, a player has to move out so that the partner can get into the best position for the next shot. It is very important that both players establish an effective rotation pattern and alternative rotation patterns.

1. Circular Rotations (Figure 16.1)

Each player moves in a circular way behind the partner after each shot and should be ready to move up and hit. Both players move the same way and two left-handed or right-handed aggressive players can use this movement.
2. Up and Down Rotations (Figure 16.2)

Each player moves toward table in a diagonal way to return a shot then back up the same way. One left-handed and one right-handed pair use this rotation.

3. T-Rotations (Figure 16.3)

The front person moves sideways and the back person moves back and forth. Mostly pairs of one fast style player (front) and one loop style player (back), or one close-table offensive player (front) and one slice style player (back) use this rotation.

4. Triangle Rotations (Figure 16.4)

Each player using this rotation pattern moves to sides to return shot, then step back to the middle for the next shot in a triangle way. It is used often to return angles shots to sides and it is similar to the circular rotation.
Teamwork and Strategies

1. Establish a good rotation and movement patterns.
2. Create chances for your partner when returning a shot or serve.
3. Cover your partner’s weaknesses.
4. Attack the weaker opponent.
5. Hit to the opponent who just finished the shot and is moving away.
6. Use your best serves and shots in games to ensure your best play and reduce mistakes.
7. Change serves and shots to keep opponents guessing what the next motion will be.
8. Change speed, power, lines and placement of the shots and serves to avoid opponents adapting to them.
9. Combine spin and flat serves to force opponent make more mistakes.
10. Attack opponents’ weaknesses.
11. Avoid the strength of opponent. For example, hit to the backhand if opponent is strong at forehand, or use more short chop shots if opponent is very aggressive.
12. Hit to the openings, weak side, and an opponent's body.

Review Questions

1. What are the basic paring patterns in doubles games?
2. What kinds of couples tend to use the circular rotation?
3. What kinds of couples tend to use the up and down rotation?
4. What kinds of couples tend to use T-rotation?
5. What kinds of couples tend to use triangle rotation?
6. What are the common kinds of teamwork and strategies in double games?
Chapter 17
Benefits and Importance of Physical Activity

Part 1. Danger of inactivity and high chance of diseases

1. General studies

- Both the United Nations and the World Health Organization include physical inactivity as among the top four global health risks (Lancet, 2012).
- A study followed 1800 Swedish overweight men, from age 50 for 30 years and showed that almost all are at high risk for heart attacks and premature death (Circulation, December 2009).
- Physical inactivity increases an American’s chances of developing Alzheimer’s disease by 21 percent, (San Francisco VA Medical Center study, 2011). Currently, an estimated 5.3 million are affected with the disease and by 2050 it is expected to triple, (Lancet Neurology, 2010).
- Being over-fat damages every tissue in your body, including your brain (e-zine, February 26, 2012).
- A new research by Pennsylvania University indicated that diabetes make patients' brain shrink and lose their memory and thinking ability (Radiology, 2014).
- Being even a little bit overweight shortens your life and the heavier you are the more likely you are to die of cancer and heart attacks (New England Journal of Medicine, December 2, 2010).
- Lack of exercise is probably the most common cause of cell damage in diabetics today (Medicine Science in Sports and exercises, 2013).
- A new study involving 8,950 middle-aged Australian women show that both high sitting-time and low physical activity levels were associated with higher risk of current depressive symptoms, and in combination, the risk increased further. “Women who sat more than seven hours a day and did no physical activity were three times more likely to have depressive symptoms than women who sat less than four hours a day and met physical activity guidelines of two-and-a-half hours of moderate intensity activity per week,”

2. Statistics from American Heart Association indicate that:

- Lack of physical activity is a risk factor for coronary heart disease. Surveys show that 24 percent of Americans 18 or older aren't active at all.
- About 300,000 deaths per year in the United States are due to poor diet and a lack of regular physical activity.
- The relative risk of coronary heart disease associated with physical inactivity ranges from 1.5 to 2.4, an increase in risk comparable with that observed for high cholesterol, high blood pressure and cigarette smoking.
3. Research from American Cancer Society:
   ■ Lack of physical activity is a major risk factor for cancer.
   ■ Exercise helps to prevention cancer.

4. Surgeon General’s report indicated that:
   ■ More than 60 percent of U.S. adults do not engage in the recommended amount of activity.
   ■ Approximately 25 percent of U.S. adults are not active at all.”

5. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services indicated that:
   ■ 61% of adults in the United States were overweight or obese in 1999.
   ■ Approximately 300,000 deaths each year in the United States may be attributable to obesity.
   ■ Overweight and obesity are associated with heart disease, certain types of cancer, type 2 diabetes, stroke, arthritis, breathing problems, and psychological disorders, such as depression.

6. New U.S. guidelines in 2008 indicate that when you are not physically active, you are more likely to:
   ■ Have heart disease.
   ■ Acquire type 2 diabetes.
   ■ Have high blood pressure.
   ■ Have high blood cholesterol.
   ■ Have a stroke.

7. Scary facts: The chance of becoming a patient is very high. Will you be one of them?
   So many Americans become patients of the following diseases annually. These diseases can be prevented or improved through regular physical activity!!!
   ■ Coronary heart diseases: 13.5 million
   ■ Heart attacks: 1.5 million
   ■ Diabetes: 8 million
   ■ Colon cancer: 95,000
   ■ Hip fractures: 250,000
   ■ High blood pressure 50 million
   ■ Overweight: 60 million
   ■ Lack of regular physical activity and poor diet: 300,000 deaths per year
   (Source: National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, http://www.cdc.gov)
Part 2. Benefits of regular physical activity

1. Preventing and reducing diseases:

- Daily physical activity can reduce: Diabetes by 93%, Heart attack by 81%, Stroke by 50%, Cancer by 36%, and Breast cancer by 25%-50% (from a long term study conducted at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the U.S. and in Germany as published in the Archives of Internal Medicine, August 2009).
- Many research papers show that exercise markedly reduces a person's chances of developing colon cancer. Now research from Finland shows that intense exercise offers even more protection (British Journal of Sports Medicine, August 2009).
- Those who exercise at least one hour per week had a 33% lower risk of death during that period. Those who exercised intensely had even greater protection (American Journal of Public Health, 2012).
- Increasing levels of an individual's fitness is associated with far less likelihood to develop heart failure, heart attacks, strokes, diabetes, chronic lung or kidney disease, Alzheimer's disease, and colon or lung cancer (Clinical Journal of Sport Medicine, 2013).
- Exercise is at least as effective in preventing diabetes, and second heart attacks, and is more effective in preventing death from strokes (British Medical Journal, 2013).
- Exercise produces new muscle fibers in your heart (British research in 2008).
- High-intensity interval training raises the good HDL cholesterol far more than less intense exercise (Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research, March 2009).
- Adults who exercise regularly and are active are less likely to develop a range of cancers (American Journal of Epidemiology, August 2008). Those who were more active had reduced risk for developing any type of cancer, particularly cancers of the colon, liver, pancreas or stomach.
- Vigorous exercise can help to prevent and to treat diabetes, (American Journal of Physiology - Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative Physiology, April 2008).
- "JUST ONE DAY OF EXERCISE CAN PROTECT THE HEART AGAINST...(A HEART ATTACK)... and this protection is upheld with months of exercise, making exercise one of the few sustainable preconditioning stimuli" (Journal of Applied Physiology, September 2011). WOW!
- Intense, vigorous exercise prevents colon cancer in the last part of the colon, (Cancer Causes and Control, 10/08/2011).
- There is overwhelming evidence that exercise helps to protect against colon cancer. A study from Australia shows that vigorous, not moderate, exercise reduces colon and rectal cancer risk (Cancer Causes Control, December 2011; 22(12):1647-58).
- Many studies show that regular exercisers are less likely to suffer from many types of diseases (International Journal of Cancer, 2013).

2. Increasing longevity

- People who exercise regularly have telomeres in the DNA of their white blood cells that are longer than those of sedentary people. White blood cell telomeres shorten over time and serve as a marker of a person's biological age, Archives of Internal Medicine (January 28, 2008).
Practicing Tai chi for over three years can significantly increase stem cells in human body. The increase of stem cells (cell transplantation, 2014).

Men who were physically fit in their 40s and continued to exercise regularly ten years later are 30 percent less likely to die and 44 percent less likely to die from heart attacks than men who do not exercise (Circulation, December 2, 2011;124:2483-2490).

Exercisers live more than 12 years longer than those who do not exercise (British Journal of Sports Medicine, March 2008).

Lack of exercise is associated with obesity, diabetes, heart attacks, strokes, osteoporosis, and cancer. Exercising regularly more than halves your chance of dying prematurely (Archives of Internal Medicine, December 2007).

Men who start or increase their exercise programs after age fifty live longer than those who remain at their present activity levels, according to a study in the British Medical Journal (March 2009).

Exercise prolongs life and prevents heart attacks and cancers by causing the body to dispose of free radicals with increased production of antioxidants (e-zone, September 19, 2010).

Hundreds of articles show that exercise promotes every marker for longevity. It enlarges telomeres, increases size and number of mitochondria and helps to prevents disease. It prevents a high rise in blood sugar, lowers triglycerides and empties fat from both fat and muscle cells (e-zone, May 29, 2011).

A longitudinal study of 207 85-year old Japanese men and women showed that being strong and active in later life helps you live longer. For each increase of one kilogram in hand grip strength, a person had a 6 percent lower chance of dying and for each increase of one kilogram of leg extension force, a person had a 2 percent lower chance of dying. (Archives of Gerontology and Geriatrics, January, 2012; 54(1):28-33).

Exercise Creates Younger DNA: individuals who exercised regularly have telomeres in the DNA of their white blood cells that are longer than those who do not. (Archives of Internal Medicine January 28, 2008).

Older women who increase their level of exercise benefit from a significant decrease in mortality from all causes (AAHPERD We, 2013).

3. Benefiting the body

Walking and running

A study following more than 100,000 runners for 20 years and has shown that training for a marathon dramatically reduces the high incidence of heart attacks, strokes, certain cancers, glaucoma, diabetes, cataracts, macular degeneration, gout, gall stones, diverticulitis, and many other ailments (Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise, March 2009).

Running 40 miles per week can lower risk of stroke by 69 percent, heart attacks by 37 percent and diabetes by 68 percent. (Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise, March 2009).

Men who spend a lot of time walking are at reduced susceptibility to developing colon cancer (European Journal of Cancer Prevention, October 2007).
Weight lifting

- A major cause of loss of muscle is that aging prevents muscles from responding to insulin and that exercising helps to slow this loss of muscle size and strength (*The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition*, September 2009).
- Resistance exercise may help prevent heart attacks (Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise, February 2009).
- The only known way to prevent loss of muscle with aging is to exercise against progressive resistance (Exercise and Sport Sciences Reviews, 2013).

Swimming

- A study from Thailand suggests that non-impact exercise such as swimming or cycling help to increase calcium absorption from the intestines (American Journal of Physiology. Endocrinology and Metabolism, April 2009).

Aerobics

- High intensity training (strength or aerobics) in the morning appears to not only increase metabolism, fat loss and overall health, but decrease interest in food (Science Daily, 2012).

Any exercise

- A new study suggests something encouraging for busy people: Every minute of movement counts toward the 150 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity were all supposed to be getting each week. University of Utah researchers found that each minute spent engaging in some kind of moderate to vigorous physical activity was associated with lower BMI and lower weight (NBC News via WPMI-TV).
- A new research at a Canadian university indicated that regular physical activity can make the skin of 65 years old go back at 20-40 years old (May 2014).

4. Benefiting the brain and mental health

- Exercise helps to preserve brain function as you age (*The Journal of Applied Physiology*, November 2008).
- New research shows that walking boosts creative thinking. In a series of experiments, researchers from Stanford University in California compared levels of creativity in people while they walked with while they sat and found creative output went up by an average of 60% while walking (April 2014 *Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and Cognition*).
- Exercise helps to prevent loss of mental function (*Applied Physiology, Nutrition and Metabolism*, October 2007).
Exercise prevents loss of the connections between nerves and the muscles that they innervate caused by aging (Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, published online August 29, 2010).

Many of the benefits that exercise provides to muscles are also provided to your brain (The Journal of Physiology, February, 2012; 590 (Pt3):607-16).

According to research at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, aerobic exercise has a significant positive impact on brain activity. “We’ve shown that exercise is good for attention. It’s good for how fast individuals process information and how they perform on cognitive tasks” (Bowman, 2010).

Recently, Madhukar Trivedi, MD, a psychiatrist at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical College, and colleagues studied exercise as a secondary treatment for patients with major depressive disorder who hadn't achieved remission through drugs alone. They evaluated two exercise doses: One group of patients burned four kilocalories per kilogram each week, while another burned 16 kilocalories per kilogram weekly. They found both exercise protocols led to significant improvements, though the higher-dose exercise program was more effective for most patients (Journal of Clinical Psychiatry, 2011).

A study by researchers at the universities of Strathclyde and Dundee last year found links between exercise and exam success in English, math and science. They claimed that every 15 minutes of daily exercise improved performance by an average of about a quarter of a grade, meaning it was possible that children who carried out 60 minutes of exercise every day could improve their academic performance by a full grade – for example, from a C to a B, or a B to an A (May 2014, Shape America).

Exercise helps to preserve brain function as you age (The Journal of Applied Physiology, November 2008).

Exercise helps to prevent loss of mental function (Applied Physiology, Nutrition and Metabolism, October 2007).

Exercise prevents loss of the connections between nerves and the muscles that they innervate caused by aging (Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, published online August 29, 2010).

Many of the benefits that exercise provides to muscles are also provided to your brain (The Journal of Physiology, February, 2012; 590 (Pt3):607-16).

5. List of Health Benefits of Physical Activity

(Source: National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion Centers for Disease Control and Prevention http://www.cdc.gov)

- Lower risk of early death
- Lower risk of coronary heart disease
- Lower risk of stroke
- Lower risk of high blood pressure
- Lower risk of adverse blood lipid profile
- Lower risk of type 2 diabetes
- Lower risk of metabolic syndrome
- Lower risk of colon cancer
- Lower risk of breast cancer
- Prevention of weight gain
- Weight loss
- Improved cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness
- Prevention of falls
- Reduced depression
- Better cognitive function (for older adults)
- Better functional health (for older adults)
- Reduced abdominal obesity
- Lower risk of hip fracture
- Lower risk of lung cancer
- Lower risk of endometrial cancer
- Weight maintenance after weight loss
- Increased bone density
- Improved sleep quality

Part 3. Recommendation from the authority


   Adults gain substantial health benefits from two and a half hours (150 minutes) a week of moderate aerobic physical activity. This standard is used all over the world.

   Six congressmen spoke highly on the benefits of physical activities and the new Guidelines, and they have urged the Health and Human Services to move forward promptly with updating the Physical Activity Guidelines in every five years. They believed that "this straightforward action will help male Americans healthier and Americans stronger (Letter to Congress 2011)."

2. Recommendation of Surgeon General’s Report: “Be physically active. It is recommended that Americans accumulate at least 30 minutes (adults) or 60 minutes (children) of moderate physical activity most days of the week. Higher levels of regular physical activity are associated with lower mortality rates for both older and younger adults.” www.cdc.gov.

3. Mike Leavitt, former secretary of Department of Health and Human Services (2009): “It’s important for all Americans to be active, and the guidelines are a roadmap to include for Americans months and years produces long-term health benefits and reduces the risk of many diseases. The more physically active you are, the more health benefits you gain.” Regular physical activity reduces the risk in adults of early death; coronary heart disease, stroke, high blood pressure, type 2 diabetes, colon and breast cancer, and depression. It can improve thinking ability in older adults and the ability to engage in activities needed for daily living.”


5. American Heart Association: “Adults should have a daily exercise of at least of 30-60 minutes.” www.americanheart.org.
6. **American Cancer Society**: Adults “engage in at least moderate activity for 30 minutes or more on 5 or more days of the week; 45 minutes or more of moderate to vigorous activity on 5 or more days per week may further reduce the risk of breast and colon cancer.” [www.cancer.org](http://www.cancer.org).

7. **National Kidney Foundation**: “Consistent exercise has a profound effect on blood pressure and sugar levels. Those are the top reasons people get renal disease.” [www.kidney.org](http://www.kidney.org).

8. **American Arthritis Foundation**: “Inactivity doubles an arthritis patient’s risk for functional decline and eventual disability. Regular exercise helps keep joints moving, restores and preserves flexibility and strength, protects joints against further damage, also can lead to mood enhancement and self-esteem, reduces arthritis pain and inflammation, and improves functions.” [www.arthritis.org](http://www.arthritis.org).

---

**Part 4. Rational of physical activity for college students**

1. **Low group of activity**
   
   Research show that 69% of 9th graders are active, 55% of 12th grades exercise (Grunbaum et al., 2004), while only 36.6% of college students do regular physical activity (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2006).

2. **Overweight**
   
   The American College Health Association reports that on average, 35 percent of students on college campuses are overweight or obese (American College Health Association, 2006).

3. **The last chance**
   
   This is the last chance for college students to have organized education on physical activity before costly health club memberships become the only option (NASPE 2007). From a public health perspective, college physical education is perhaps the last window of opportunity available to shape physical activity habits (Leslie, Sparling, and Owen 2001; Sparling and Snow 2002).

4. **Not a self-learning subject**
   
   Physical activity is not a self-learning subject, and great risks involved without proper education.

5. **Physical activity patterns in college impact afterward life**
   
   A health behavior study of recent college alumni found that a person’s physical activity pattern as a college senior appears to persevere in the years following graduation. Most respondents (85%) who had been regular exercisers as college seniors were currently (six years later) engaging in physical activity at similar or greater levels. Conversely, most of those (81%) who had been non-exercisers as college seniors indicated that their current activity level was about the same or even less.

6. **Physical activity make college students better employees**
   
   “Brain scans have shown that physical activity improves the area of the brain involved with high-level decision making,” A researcher said, “In addition, we know employers often are
concerned about employee health, in part because physically active employees attend work more and tend to perform better.” Cardinal believes even requiring just one or two exercise courses can at least jump-start a student into thinking about a healthy lifestyle as part of their overall college experience and later life (May 8, 2014 Shape America).

7. Raising healthier and fitter child
   A new study at University of Alberta showed that "Parents play an important role in shaping the behaviors of their children, and therefore their belief in and support for physical activity may help to increase physical activity levels among children," Vander Ploeg said. "We found that increases in how much parents cared about staying fit and exercising and encouraged their children to be active, and in how often parents engaged in physical activities with their children were associated with increases in children's physical activity, particularly on weekend days(BMC Public Health, 2014)."

8. NASPE Position Statement
   It is the position of the National Association of Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) and the College and University Physical Education Council (CUPEC) that all colleges and universities uphold a physical activity instructional program for students as a strong and integral part of the academic curriculum (NASPE 2007). The need for strong college/university physical activity instructional programs has never been so apparent. College/university physical activity instructional programs can provide students with the opportunity to develop their repertoire of movement talents. In addition, it may be the last time that students can receive education relative to physical activity before costly health club memberships become the only option” (NASPE, 2007). College physical education can serve as an agent of change in improving the quality of life for Americans. The evidence that regular physical activity improves health is indisputable. (Sparling 2003). Physical education meets the needs of college students in other vital ways too. Exercise can relieve stress, alleviate anxiety and depression, and boost higher level thinking” (Booth et al. 2002; Cotman and Engesser-Cesar 2002; USDHHS 1996). Physical education should be a requirement because all college students need to know how to be physically active—intellectually and experientially—and why physical activity is important to their overall well-being. Moreover, they need to achieve an appropriate level of health and science literacy. (Sparling 2003).

9. Role models on college physical activity
   - Stanford University has a diverse instructional physical activity program serving the interests of all undergraduate and graduate students.
   - Cal Tech requires 3 units of physical activity.
   - MIT requires swimming for graduation.
   - More than 60% nationwide universities require physical activity for graduation.
   - All universities in China requires two-year of physical education.
Part 5. Students’ response to benefits and importance of activity classes

1. SJSU students spend 118 units on brain development, but only 2 units on physical development. Participating in one SJSU activity class has already provides two hours physical activities. These two units not only provide exercise for students in the 60 hours of exercise in that semester(s) as a short term benefits, but also provide enough time for students to establish an active habit and active lifestyle. They can use the skills learned in classes to exercise after they graduate, and furthermore, they will carry on the active habit and lifestyle for their whole life. Physical activity is a critical and integral component of the San Jose State University general education curriculum while meeting the Mission of SJSU, CASA and KIN. Two units of required physical activity is merely 1.7% of the total curriculum hours required, while providing students with necessary educational experiences in fitness, health, wellness, safety and health-enhancing lifetime habits.

2. Students' response to all activity classes (SJSU Survey, 2012)
   ■ 75.5% of students felt that their participation in a SJSU physical activity class serves as a worthwhile educational purpose relating to their overall university experience.
   ■ 90.8% of students felt that taking a physical activity class at SJSU has been a positive experience for them.
   ■ 97.2% of students believe that it is important to establish a habit of a physically active lifestyle.
   ■ 79.5% of students believe that exposure to varying physical activities helps them broaden an understanding of our diverse society.
   ■ 95.5% of students believe that participation in physical activity helps reduce their stress and anxiety.
   ■ 97.6% of students believe that participation in physical activity is important to an individual’s health.
   ■ 89.6% of students believe that participation in physical activity is important to the prevention of disease.
   ■ 64.4% of students believe that participation in physical activity helps them to be a more effective student in the other courses that they take at SJSU (major, GE, etc.).
# Overview of Table Tennis skills and returns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Features/Functions</th>
<th>Serve strategies</th>
<th>Defensive Returns</th>
<th>Aggressive Returns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat Serve</td>
<td>Fast, Out-speed opponent</td>
<td>Block back</td>
<td></td>
<td>Smash or loop attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Shot</td>
<td>Fast, Out-speed opponent</td>
<td>Use slice serve</td>
<td>Block back</td>
<td>Smash or loop attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smash</td>
<td>Fast, drive back</td>
<td>Low and short slice serves</td>
<td>Block back, lob</td>
<td>Smash or loop back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Slice Serve</td>
<td>Fast, low,</td>
<td>Long slice back</td>
<td></td>
<td>Loop attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Slice Shot</td>
<td>Fast, low,</td>
<td>Short serve, flat serve</td>
<td>Long slice back</td>
<td>Loop attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Slice Serve</td>
<td>Low and short</td>
<td>Short slice</td>
<td>Fast lift, twister attack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Slice Shot</td>
<td>Low and short</td>
<td>Long, flat, side-spin serves</td>
<td>Short slice</td>
<td>Fast lift, twister attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Side-spin Serve</td>
<td>Sideways, confusing</td>
<td>Reverse side-spin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Smash or Loop attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Side-spin Serve</td>
<td>Sideways, short, confusing</td>
<td>Reverse side-spin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Twister attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop shot</td>
<td>Aggressive, safe</td>
<td>Short, low</td>
<td>Block short, short slice</td>
<td>Loop, smash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table Tennis Skill Practice Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Self</th>
<th>Feed</th>
<th>Rally</th>
<th>Cross</th>
<th>Straight</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Combo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. F/B flat serves:</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. F/B flat shots:</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. F/B smash:</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. F/B slice serve:</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. F/B slice shot:</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. F/B loop shot:</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. F/B sidespin serves:</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. F sidespin fakes:</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Single game:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team competitions</td>
<td>X/I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination</td>
<td>X/I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round robin</td>
<td>X/I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Double game:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team competitions</td>
<td>X/I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination</td>
<td>X/I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round robin</td>
<td>X/I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>